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ABSTRACT
Experimental aerodynamic investigations have been made on a .0035
scale model North American Rockwell/General Dynamics version of the sp~ce
Ghuttle in the NASA/MSFC 14 x 14 Inch Trisonic Wind 'funnel. Static st~-
bility 8nd control data were obtained on the delt8 wing booster alone (B-20)
and with the delta wing orbiter (134D) mounted in vurious positions on the
booeter. Six component aerodynamic force and moment data were recorded over
an angle of attack range from _100 to 240 at 00 and 6° sideslip angles and
o 0 0from -10 to +10 sideslip at 0 angle of attack. Mach number ranged from
0.6 to 4.96.
This document is the first of four volumes presenting the results of
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angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind JeW-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
air density; Kg/m3, sluga/ft3
speed of sound; m/sec, tt/sec
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
dynamic pressure; 1/2PV; psi, psf
Mach number; VIa



















wing area; m2, ft2
reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see 1. f or LREF)
re
reference length; m, ft, in.; (see ~)
wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
base area; m2, tt2, in2
center of gravity
abbreviation far moment reference point
abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis






























force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis
moment about the X axis



















normal force coefficient; FN/qS
axial force coefficient; FA/qS
base axial force coefficient;
[-1] [( Pb - PCIl)/q] (Ab/S)
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
yawing moment coefficient; Mz/qS bref







Common to Both Axis Systems
pitching moment coefficient; My/qS f ref
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
lift force coefficient; FLlqS
drag force coefficient; FolqS
base drag coefficient




yawing moment coefficient; Mz,s/qS bref
rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref
lift-to-drag ratio; Ctlcn

































horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees
symmetrica.l surface deflection angle; degr:oeesj
positive deflections are:
aileron total aileron deflection;
(left aileron - right aileron)/2
canard trail1ng edge down
elevon trail1ng edge down
elevator trailing edge down
flap trail1ng edge down
rudder trail1ng edge to the left
spoiler trail1ng edge down
tab tra.1ling edge down with respect;
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron = trailing edge d~Nn
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down












The booster model was composed of the following components
B20 - body (see Figure 8)
W14 - wing (see Figure 9)
C4B - canard (see Figure 10)
V8 - vertical stabilizer (see Figure 11)
and was tested alone in the complete configuration as well as in a buildup
mode. The orbiter model consisted of
B5 - body (see Figure 12)
W17 - wing (see Figure 13)
V17 - vertical stabilizer (see Figure 14)
and was tested in a buildup mode on the complete booster and along with
a booster buildup mode. It was also tested as a complete model at various
mounting positions on the booster. The Dataset Collation Sheets give a
complete summary of the configurations investigated. There were five orbi-
ter mounting positions tested. For the piggy-back mode, where the orbiter
was mounted on top of the booster, the baseline position had the orbiter
nose ahead of the booster (position 1) as shown in Figures 1 and 6. There
were two alternate positions tested in the piggyback mode and had the orbi-
ter nose aligned with the booster nose (position 2, Figure 2 and 6) and
the orbiter nose aft of the booster nose (position 3, Figure 3 and 6). Two
belly-to-belly mounting positions were tested where the orbiter was slung




orbiter nose forward of the booster nose (position 4, Figures 4 and 6)
and the alternate position had the orbiter nose well aft of the booster
nose base to base (position 5, Figure 5 and 6).
Pertinent dimensional information on each of the model components tested




'l'he WJrshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" 'l'risonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel ~hich operates by high pressure air flowing from
storage to either vacuum or at~ospheric conditions. A Mach number range
from .2 to 5.85 is covered by utilizing t~o interchangeable test sections.
The transonic section permits testing.~tMach 0.20 through 2.50, and the
supersonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 t~ough 5.85. Mach numbers
between .2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range
from .95 to 1.3 is achieved through the ~se of plenum suction and perforated
walls. Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable
sets of fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour
nozzle blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired
Mach number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -400 F dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocati~g unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger ~here th~ air temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800F. The air then passes through the test section
~hich contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulicall~ controlled pitch sector
that provides a total angle of attack ,range of 200 (flOo). Sting offsets are
o
available for obtaining various maximum angles of attack up to 25 •
11
DATA REDUCTION
The six aerodynamic forces and moments measured by the strain gauge balance





booster wing planform area = 15.656 in2
C ::: booster wing mean aerodynamic chord = 3.095 inches
booster wing span = 6.099 inches
Moments are referenced, in all cases, about the booster nose which is booster
fuselage station 0, water line 0, butt line 0.
For the launch configuration and booster alone tests, static pressures were
measured at two locations on the booster base as shown in Figure 15. Thf:se
pressures were utilized to correct the measured axial force coefficient to
one which assumed free-stream static pressure at the base. The calculation
of this base axial force correction was:
where
=
- [( Pbl - Poo )Abl + (Pb2 - Poo )Ab2] / qoo~
Ab = 0.418 in21




ttw balance cavity area. This force coefficient correction was determined by
where =
Therefore the final corrected axial force coefficient was:
SADSAC calculation routines were utilized to obtain stability axis data; to
determine the center of pressure location as a percent of body length (XCP/L);
to calculate cross-derivative data (Gyp' ~6 ,Gy6 etc.); and to determine
e a






REYNOLDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERAtuRE
MACH NUMBER per unit length (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees Fahrenheit)
0.6 6.5 x 106 5.58 97
. 0.9 6.9 x 106. 7.96 95
1.0 6.7 x 106 8.33 98
1.1 6.7 x 106 8.73 96
1.2 6.6x106 8.98 97
1. 46 6.6 x 106 9.56 99
1. 96 8.9x 106 12.80 96
2.qq 4 4 x 106 4 q.; 98
4.96 6.1x106 3 40 99
.






















No satisfactory method is known for determining the abe olute









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B20~------=~:;...---------------------
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Body for B-l5B Delt~ Uing Configura.tion, c:,tcndcd.
1~ovc~ basic (B19 ) body
DRAWING NUMBER: WI'-70-105222
DH1ENSIONS:

























GENERAL DESCRIPTION: W 10 modified to unswept trailing edge and with twist
outboard of B. L. 340 linearly increasing to -4 degrees at tip and with leading

























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC








































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
. t·
*Fuselage stations are relative to an origin 3.500 inches ahead of











Ratio movable surface chordl
total surface chord
At Inbld equiv. chord
At Outbid equiv. chord




Area Moment (Nonmal to .hinge line)














MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail Va
. _........_-------------------







At Inbld equiv. chord
A~ Outbid equ1v. chord







WT-71-l05803 Sheet 1, Chg. Ltr. C


















MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - B? .......... --
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: 9992-134B bodi. De'.ta wing or-biter body ineluding a








r~ax. Widtti I in.




















MODEL CO! I?ONEUT : W1ng-UU
GENERAl OCSCRIPTIOU: I>!lto' ",ing \lith -5· t·n.3t end rounded v1n~ tips. m.ng
blend!! into bo"hr, Foller,';; 'tiS l1n~s dre",ing 9992-n4n.
Model Sen1e a 0,0035
DRAWING NUl1BER:
DIMENSIONS:

































Aerodynamic Twist. degrees(about T.E)
Toe-In Angle
Cant Angle





Root (Hing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent) (',.1.5. ~7.97)
HAC (~l.S. 234.63)
fuse Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC














Root, (Equlv.) (w.s. 237.61) 823.51
Tip, (Equiv.) (w.s. ~7.97) 116.45
HAC (w.s. 391.34) 558.63
Fus. Sta. of .25 ~~C ~Ql·Q3
W.P. of .25 MAC 65,31
B.l. of .25 HAC 388.43
LEAnnm E!:-::: CtJFF \6.13
.Planfonn area, l' t 2 _ ]] p." P6
.U!adl1l3 edge Interzeets Fus. ML@.. Sta., in. 111.'25.7~













",nOEL COM?ONENT: Vertical Stab111zer - ilT
GENERAL DESCR!PTION: Centerl1M vertic",l "tr.bll17.or w1tll the 5· (hR1f" tl)ly;le)
---
wedge trailing edge. Used with de1ts. w1n~ or"o:Lt:al' b~dY' B5 (configuration
9992-134::3) •































Sweep Back Angles, degrees
leading Edge 45.0
Trailing Edge 15.1~
0.25 Element line 39.361
Chords: Theoretical Tip, in. 117.053
Root W~P .. 274.29, in. 399.29
Tip, (equ1valent),(~1.P. 646.90 In),in. Mfit-
MAC (W.P. 428.19 in.), In. .'
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC, 1n. 203 .10
W,P. of .25 MAC, 1". 429.55
B.L. of .25 MAC, in. 0.0
Airfoil Section, Wedge shape with L.B.R. an! flat T.B.










Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC

















TABLE IV. INDEX OF MODEL FIGURES
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 1 (Baseline, Piggyback)
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 2
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 3
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 4 (Baseline, Belly-to-Belly)
Photograph of Launch Configuration; Orbiter in
Position 5
Booster-Orbiter Mounting Relationships
Booster Body - B20
Booster Wing - W14
Booster Canard - C4B
Booster Tail - V8
Orbiter Body - B5
Orbiter Wing - W17
Orbiter Vertical Stabilizer - V17

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NOIl11l AMII"'AN aoc&wu.L COUOaATiON
IIIIIL IIIClJDi'flOl
Dllta Vi.. Booater - (CclDt'4)
c
32.1 1 ------.....1
-ol,:,----- -- --------------------T-- -----
CAJIABD - C4
LOS ANGELES DIVISION
NORTH AUUICAN ROCKWELL CORPORATION















































Ii) .----.JL \-_---1 _
~
LOS ANr~ELES DIVISION
NORTH AMrRICA:'i ROCKWELL COItPORATlON
2120
---+----- ~
~WTOTAL = 828.64 in.














TIP CHORD (BL 546.07)
0012-64 SERIES AIRFOIL




NORTH AMERICAN ROCKWELL COl<.PORATION
Ellm:L Db"SCIUPTIOY: - CONTINU:W
D:~mcnsio!"lal Data .. Continued




GTlp "I: '1. !;>; ---+--'1'
Eq,iI.! I
I / /'















NCYl'E: Location of pressure ta.ps may vary slightly as installation will
be ·made during test setup.












































































































































































D A T A FIGURES
Tnbulrltions of the plotted data and corresponding
r:;ou.rcc d;jtD are aVDilable from SADSAC Operations.
50
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MSFC490 Nil/GO lAUNCH eZOC4ewt4V6+BSWt7Vt7
MSFC490 NR/GO lAUNCH eZOZ4BWt4V6+Bswt7Vt7
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MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BW14V8+B5W17V'7
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOZ4BW14Ve+B5W17V17
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MSFC490 NR;~O LAUNCH B20C4eW14Ve.e5W17V17
MSFC490 NR;~O LAUNCH B2024BW14Ve.e5W17V17
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~~F'C490 Nil/CD L"UNCH B20C4BWt4V8+B,wt?Vt?
M$F'C490 Nil/CD LAUNCH B2024CWt4ve+B'Wt?Vt?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE - PIB NOSE TO NOSE
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MSFC490 NR'~O LAUNCH 620C4BWt4VeoB,wt7Vt7
HSFC490 NR'~O LAUNCH e2024BWt4Veoe'Wt7vt7
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE
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MS~C490 NR/GO lAUNCH e20C4eW14Ve-eSW1?Vl?
MS~C490 NR/GO lAUNCH e2024CW14ve-eSW1?Vl?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE - PIB NOSE T~ NOSE
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HS~C490 NA'~D LAUNCH e20C4eW14V~+B5W17V17
HS~C490 NA,~O LAUNCH e2024eW14V~+e5W17V17
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MSFC490 NA/vO LAUNC" B20C4BWI4ve+BSWI7Vl?
MSFC490 NA/vO LAUIlC .. B2024eWI4ve+BSWl?Vl?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE - PIB NOSE TO NOSE
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MS~C490 NA/GO LAUNCH B20C4e~t4V8.es~t7Vt7
MS~C490 NA/GO LAUNCH B2024e~t4V8.es~t7Vt7
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CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH e20C4eWI4V~.e5Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH e2024eWt4Ve.e5Wl?Vt?
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"SFC490 NR/~O LAUNC" eZOC4eWt4v~+e5wt?vt?
"SFC490 NR/~O LAUNC~ eZOZ4eWt4v~+e5wt?Vt?
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( J32S9" ) z:s.
I JSZ40A) 0
CONFI~URATION OESC~IPTtON
M3FC490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C4eW14Ve+e'W1?V17
MSFC490 NR/~D L"UNCM B2024BW14Ve+BSW17V17
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MSFC490 ~R/GO LAUNC~ BZ024IlW14V8+BSW1?V1?
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CON~IGUR"'TION OESCRIPTION
HS~C490 NR/GO L"'UNCH B20C4BW14V8+B'Wl?V17
HS~C4"0 NR/GO L... UNCH B2024BW14V8+B'W17V17
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H~~C490 NA/~O LAUNCH B20C4eW14ve+e'Wl?Vl?
H~~C4~0 NA/~O LAUNCH e20246W14ve+e'Wl?Vl?
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MSFC490 NA/GO LAUNC" BZOI4BWI4VQ+BSW17V17
M5FC490 NA/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4VQ+BSW17V17


















SAEF 15.6560 SQ IN
LAEF S.09,0 INCHES
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HS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH e~014ewt4Y~+e5wt?Yt?
HS~C490 NR/GO LAUNC~ e~OC4eWt4Y~+e5Wt?Yt?
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CONFIGUR .. TION DESCRIPTION
"S~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2014BWI4VB+B'WI7VI7
..SFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14VB+B5W17V17

















REFERENCE INFOR .... TION
SREF 1'."80 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES
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MS~C490 NA/GD LAUNCH eZOt4eWt4VI+B,WtTVtT
MS~C490 NA/GO L4UNCH BZOC4eWt4VI+B,WtTVtT


















SRIE~ 15.1510 IQ IN
LAIEF 1I.09'0 INCHIES




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- 6-la
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HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20t4BWI4V9+B5WITVIT
HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWt4V8+B5WITVIT


















SREF 15.6560 SO IN
LREF 5.09'0 INCHES
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EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE PIB AFT















































"'NGLE OF ... TTACK ....LPH.... DEGREES
-.oas






"'S~C490 NR/GD L"UNCH B2014BW14VII+eSW1?V1?
"'S~C490 NR/GO L4UNCH B20C4BW14VII+eSW1?V1?


















lIRE~ 15."'0 SQ IN
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.040
.0.'








OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES























































"S~C490 NR/GO L4UNCH B~Ot4Bwt4V8+B5WI7VI7
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH e20C4BW14V8+B5Wt7Vt7

















REFERENCE INFOR .... TION
SAEF 15.8560 S~ IN
LAEF 3.0950, INCHES
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• 01111
PIS AFT
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"S~C.90 NR/~D L"UNCH BZOt4BWI4VS+B5Wt?Vl?
"S~C.911 NR/~D L4UNC.. BZOC4BWt.VS+B5Wl?Vl?


















lInl:~ 15.41'410 SQ IN
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EFFECT ~F ~RBITER INCIDENCE PIS AFT
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MSFC490 NR/~D l4UNC.. 8Z0t4eWt4V8+85Wt7V17
MSFC490 NR/~D l4UNCH 8Z0C48W14V8+85W17V17
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.040
EFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE
,+
PIB AFT
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.OllS









"S~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH eZOt4ewt4VII+e5Wt?Vt?
"S~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH eltDC4eWt4Ve+e5Wt?Vt?
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-10 -. - .
- 4 - It a It 4 • • 10 la
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFI~UAATION DEScRIPTION
MSFCCIO NA/~D lAUNCH BI01CBW14Ve.B'WI7V17
MSFCCIO NA/~D lAUNCH B20C4BW14Ve+B'W17V17
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PIS AFTEFFECT OF ORBITER INCIDENCE
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EFFECT ~F ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Sl
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MSFC490 NR/~D L"UNCH B20C4BWt4ve.e.WtTVtT
MSFC490 NR/~D L"UNCH B2DC4BWt4ve+e.WtTVtT

















REFERENCe: INF?RM .. TI?N
SREF t5.1I5110 SQ IN
lREF 11.0950 INCHE~
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M~CH 1. 09 P~GE 143
EFFECT ~F ~RBITER P~SITI~N
.040 ~_
'~RBITER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Bl
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MSFC490 NR'GD LAUNCH B2DC4BWt4V8+B'Wt?Vl?
MS~C490 NR'GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14VB+B'Wl?Vl?
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ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.aall
-.0.0









M5YC.90 NR/~D LAUNCH B2DC4BW14V8+B5W17V17
M5~C.90 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5W17V17
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION oRalTER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Bl
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-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a • 4 • II 10 11-l.






MS~C490 NR/~O L4UNC" B20C4BW14V8+B5WI?Vl?
MS~C490 NR/~D L4UNC" B20C4BW1.VII+B5Wl?VI?
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ANGLE O~ ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
. -tl -to -. -. - 4 - a o 4 • • to II
DATA lET SYMBO~
IOllZZ2A I 0
I tlIZlIS11 I ZI
IIlIZ.' A I <>
CON~lGUR4TlON DElcRl~TlON
MIFC490 NR/GD ~AUNC~ B20C.BWI4V8+B'Wl?Vl?
MI~C490 NR/GD ~4UNCM BZOC4BWI4V8+B'Wl?Vl?
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR'GD LAUNCH B20C4BWI4Ve+S5Wt7VI7
HS~C490 NR'GD LAUNCH B2DC49w14Ve+B5Wt7Vt7
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-10 - . -. - 4 -. a • 4 • • to 131
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SET SYMBOL
(v3222A) Y.
I I3ZS ... A I Zl
II3Z4,A) 0
CON~IGURATION OESCRI~TION
MS~C490 HR/GO LAUHCM BZOC48Wt4V8+8SWt?Vl?
MS~C490 HR/GO LAUHCM 8Z0C48W14VIl+BSWt?Vt?


















IlREF tS.IlSIlO sa IN
LAE~ '.0950 IHC~ES
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EFFECT OF ORBITER PDSITWN ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Bl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC490 NA/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4ve+BSWI?VI?
HlIFC490 NA/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWI4ve+B5WI?VI?
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-··'!I. -10 -. -. - 4 -. a • 4 • • 10 I.
DATA IIET SYHBOl.
10'5222A I 0
1 lS2'58A I II
1 !lI24! A' 0
CON~tGURATtON OESCRt~TtON
HS~C4.0 NR'GD LAUNCH 8Z0C4Bwt4VS.B,wt?Vt?
Hs~C4.0 NR'GD LAUNCH BZDC4BWt4VS.B,wt?Vt?


















sRE~ 1'.111'1110 IIQ IN
LRE~ 3.09'0 tNCHES
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z -. tS 1-+-+-+-++++-+-+-+-+-+-1-1f-I-t-t-+-+-+-+++-i--+-+-+-+-I-if-f-t-+-+-+++-+-+-+-+-+--1---if-I-t-+-t
ANGLE OF ATTACK.
- ••a




• • to ta
DATA SET SY"8<jL
10322ZA I 0
C IS21111A I Z1
1 ISZ41A I <>
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
..SFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH 8Z0C4BW14VlI.B5Wt?Vt?
"SFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820C48wt4ve.B5Wi7Vl?
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o. (P/B)EFFECT DF DRBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.'0
-I' -10 -. -. - 4 - I o • 4 • • 10 I'
OA TA SET SYMBOL
IOllZZZAI 0
IIllZlIeA I II
I nZ4IA I <>
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C.90 NR/GD LAUNCH eZOC.eWl.V8+eSW\?Vl?
MS~C.90 NR/GD LAUNCH eZOC.eWl.V8+eSW1?Vl?




































EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
O"T" III:T IIYMBOL
10".1I1!" I 0
II"." .. " I ZI
.. Sl!& '" I <>
CON~IGUR"TION DESCRIPTION
Ma~C49a NR/GO ~"UNCM B2aC4BWI4YII+BSWt?YI?
Ma~C49a NR/Ga ~4UNCM BlIaC4Bwt4YII~BSWt?Yt?
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----, ,
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Bl
~~ +--1I---<-l-~+-'1 -+-+---4-1c-!-+-+-+-+-+++-+-+-f-+-+-f-~+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+-f~--,I-~~--t--- .----.--
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-. -. - 4 -. a • 4 • • 10 tl
OATA SET IIYMIlCL
(C:SZZZA I 0
( I :SZ:S,,'" I z:s
(!3ZUAI <>
Cr.>NP'IGUA4 TlCN OESCA IIIT·ION
MS~C.90 NR/GO L4UNCM 820C.BWt.ve.BSW1?Vl?
MS~C.90 "lA/GO L4UNCM 820C4BW14ve.BSW1?Vl?
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ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Sl ALPHA = O.
L- ._ _I·L.l .•• . 1 l
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MS~C49o NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5Wl?Vl?
MI~C.90 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14V6+B5Wl?Vl?
























ICALE 0.0011' Ic .. L!:
ALPHA .00 PAGE 156
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (P/Sl ALPHA = O.
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MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH 8Z0C4eWt4ve+e'WI7VI7
MS~C490 NR/GD L4UNCH eZOC4eWI4ve+e,wt7VI7
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ALPHA = O•
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MACH NUMBER
OAT4 SET lu~eOL
'2S222A l 0'~S2S"4) n
'~S24141 <>
CONFIGUR4TION DESCRIPTION
~SFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWl4V8+BSW17V17
~SFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH B2aC4BW14VS+BSW17V17
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ALPHA = O•
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MACH NUMBER





"S~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5W17V17
"S~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWt4V8+B5W17V17
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MSFC490 NR/GO l.AUNC" eZOC4BWI4ve.eSWt?Vt?
MlIFC490 NR/GO l.AUNCH BZOC4eWt4ve.e,wt?vt?


















SREF 1'."'100 SQ IN
l.REF 3.09'0 I"C .. r;~
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/Bl
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0






MS~C.90 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C.BWI4V8+BSWI?VI?
MS~C.90 NR/~D LAUNCH B2024BWt4V8+BSWI?VI?


















SRE~ 15. 8,eo SQ I P;
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE =






































"S~C490 NR;~D LAUNCH B20C4BWI4V8+BSW1?VI?
MS~C4g0 NR;~D LAVNCH B2024BW'4ve+B5W1?V1?


















SRltY 15.8580 SO IN
LRt~ 11.09110 INC~ES
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE
••• '1'"
= 2. (P/Bl
: I . .__ __.__ .._
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-1.0






~S~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620C4eW14vs+e'Wl?Vl?
~S~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH 620246W14vs+e'Wl?Vl?


















SRE~ l' .• ,eo SQ IN
LREF S.09'0 INCHES
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- 8 -. - 4 -. a • 4 • •
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HSFC490 Nil/GO L4UNCI1 B~OC4BWI4V8+BlIW1?Vl?
HSFC490 Nil/GO L4UNCI1 B~OZ4BWI4V8+BlIW1?Vl?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
... ,
ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/Bl
! !! ! I I .'.
r---+-~- --+ --.-_.-.--
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- . -. - 4 -. o • 4 • • 10 ••
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC.9o NR/GO ~AUNCH BZOC4Bwl.Ve+eS~?Vl?
MSFC.9o NR/GO ~AUNCH B2oZ.eWl.Ve+eSW1?Vl?










































































- 8 -. - 4 - 2 o a • 8 10 I.






MlIFC~90 NR'~O LAUNC" BZOC4BW14V8'B5W1?V1?
MlIFC~90 NR'~O LAUNC" B2024BW14V8'B5W17V17


















lIREF 15.8'80 II~ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INC ..ElI
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/Bl
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.0.









HSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BW14Vll.B'W.?Vl?
Hsrc.90 NR/GD LAUNCH eZOZ4BW14ve.B'Wl?Vl?
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IRE~ I' .• ,eo 19 II.
LRE~ S.09'0 I"CH~S
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/B)
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HS~C490 NR/GO L"UNCH B20C4BWI4Ve+B5Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD L4UNCH BZOZ4BWI4Ve+B5Wl?Vl?


















SRtF 15.8580 SQ I"
LREF S.0950 INC ..[S
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION 6RBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/Bl
































































MS~C490 NR/GO L4UNCH 820C48Wt4V8+85Wt7V17
HS~C490 "lA/GO LAUNCH 82024BW14V8+85Wt7V17


















SAE~ 15 ••580 S~ IN
LAE~ 8.0950 INCHES
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
••0 1 I I
ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (PIS)
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MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNC" BZOC.. 8Wl .. V8+BSW1?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNc" 8Z024BW14V.+B5Wl?Vl?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
••••









I--t--r--t-t--+-+-+-t--+-+-+-t--+-+-+-+-+-+-+I-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+'-+-+-+-+'-+-+-r-Ir-t---r-r-,r- I---- .. - •.
r--'-i-+-t-+-+-+-+--+-++--+-+-+-+-+-t-HH-+-+-+-I--+--++-++-+-+-+-t-H-f-+-+-+-+-+-~+-+-.
1-+-+-+-+-++---4-+-+-+---4-+-+-+-1-+-+-+--jI-I-+-+-1-J-+-+-1-+-+-+-1-+-+-+--jI-+-+-+-+I-+-............-+-t-- .. , .- .. -H-+--t-+-+-+-+--+-+-t-1-+-+--!-t-lf-+-+-+-+-iH-+-+-+-1H-+-+-+-I-+-+--+-+-H-+--t-+-r-t-~ -/"-- -.































-to -. -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • • 10
_.-








CONFIGUR .. TION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B'W17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD L"UNCH B2024BW14V8+B'W17V17
























IC ..LE 0.00'5 SCALE
MACH .60 PAGE 171
• •• 11 ~----t_--





•••• r--:--..,...-;--+-rl--r---+----j-rlr-t-+--+-rlH-+--+-H--+-+-+-H-+++-HH-+-+-+-1I-+-+--+-+-~~- - ------














































• •a 1-..L.....L.....L-l.....J.....J_L.-.1-..L.....L.-L.-l.....J L.-L-..L...L...L.-L.-l.....J.....J....JI-L-.1-..L.....L.-L.-l.....J.....JI-L.-.1-..L.....L.-L.-l.....J.....JI......JL-.1-..L.....L.-L.-L--I-L.-J
_I. -10 _ • _ • _ 4 _ II 0 :I .• • 8 10 I.









"SFce.o NR/~O lAUNCH B20ceBWI4V8+B5Wl?Vl?
..SYce.o NR/~O l"UNCH B202eBWI4V8+B5Wl?Vl?

















REFERENCE INYOR .. "TION







MACH .90 PAGE 172
EFFECT DF DRBITER PDSITIGN
~.o ,
6RBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/Bl
;: --~ --------






I-±:ti±t±tl±j:±:t±j:j::t:t:t::t:t:t:t=tt:t:t:~:t=t:t:1:::t=t:t:t:t:t:H=:+=+=++-- -~--- -. -J- - + ~
I-+_-l--+-I-+_-l--+-~+_-l--+-I-+_-+-+-I-+-+-+--<I_+-+_+_I~+-+_+-I_+-+_+_If_+_+_+-If_+_+_+_I:--+_+_+-~~- t~ .-1-+--+--+-+-:~+-+_+_+-I-t-+--+-_+-+-I-+-++-+-I-t-+_+-+-+-I-+_++_+_I-I_+_++_+-I-t__t-+_+_1-_t -+-t--~-




















I-+-+-+-+-+_+_+-+-f-+-++-++++++++++++-I--I--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+-I-I'- ->--- --- --I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++++++++-I--I--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+--+--+-l-l-l--lf-t---f--
~+-++-f......il-+-++-+-l-J_+-+-+-+--I-+-++-+-l-I-+-+-+-+-ll-+-++-+-+-I-+-+-+-+-l-J_+-+-'f-.- - -.- - --
ANGLE ~F ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
e·'!te









HSFC490 NR'GO LAUNCH ezOCeBWt4Ve+eSWt?Vl?
Ma~Ce90 NR'GO LAUNCH BZOZ4BwteVe+BsWt?Vt?


















SREF 15 ••"0 SO IN
LAEF 1I.D950 INCMES





MACH 1. 10 PAGE 173
••••
r---;---r-r--+i""-t-T-H--t--+-+-H--+++-H-+++-H-++-+-H-+-+-+-H-!--l-+-I--~--+--
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION














"' ....... ';;'iiJ"'V -






































MSFC4110 NR/GO LAUNCH eZOC4BWt4V8+B'WI7Vt7
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B2024BWI4V6+BSWI7Vt?


















SREF 1' •• '.0 SQ IN
LREF S.1I9'O tNCHES
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GRBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/Sl
,
EFFECT ~F ~RBITER P~SITI~N
-.... ,






























I-+-+-t-t-++-t-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-lt-+-+-+-It-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-tr-+-+-+-t-t-++-+-t-- - - - ---
••0
-,a -lO • • • • • 4 • II o II 4 • • 10 ,.
ANGLE,OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGURATI~ DESCRtPTI~
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNC~ BZOC4Bwt4VI+B,wt?vt?
Ma~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZ024BWt4V8+B'WI?Vt?
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- II- 4-.- 3
~+-+-+-+-+-i-i~~+-+-+-+-+-i-i-~~+--l-+-+-+-i-i~~+-+-++-+-+-I-i~~+-4-+-1--+-i-I--+-+--+- I--- - .-
f--. - f-- __ ~. 1_-






....+-++-+_f--lf-I-+-+-++-+_f--lf-I-+-+-+-++-+_f--l-~+_+-+++-+-1--lI-I-+-+-++-+_f--lI-f_-_+. - - f--
.-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-i_l---j~.-+-+-+-+-+-+++-+-+-+--i_l_l____ll-.-I-~+-+-+-++++-+-+-+--t--~-





















































MSFC490 NR/GD ~4UNCH 6Z0C46W14V8+65W17Y17
HSFC490 NR/GD ~4UNCH B20246W14Y8+B5W17Y17

























MACH .60 PAGE 176
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITiON
••0
~RBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/B)



























































































H8FC090 NA/GO LAUNCH BZOCoeWI4vs+B5WI7VI7
H8FC090 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOZoeWI4vs+B5W'7VI7


















SRE" 15 •• 5.0 SQ IN
LR!,. 3.0950 IHC'1!S
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ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/Sl
I TT~====~=+::::;=~t+~~I=t:+=+=l=t:t~=l=t:t::+::;i=+::t=+=~t:t::i=~±:±j=ti,::::~---. - ~ _.~-.. .--. -~-·--+~-+-i--+++-+-+-+-+-!-H-j-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-I----U-4-4-.! '_C -=~~:.-=-:--=- -.~-:-:-



















































































HSFC490 NR/'O LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5Wl?Vl?
HSFC4\10 NR/'O LAUNCH B2024BWI4V8~B5Wl?Vl?


















SREF 15.e5~0 SQ IN
LREF 1I.0'il50 INCH!:S





MACH 1. 10 PAGE 178
!
DRBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (PIS)
I ! 1 ! , .
-+- --.---- t>--.- ---r "
t-----t--r--t--t-t-+-+---t-t--"t"""-+--+-it--t-+-+-1f_"t"""-r-_+-1t--+-+_+_1f_+_+_+_1~+_+_+_1f_t_......-.+-~~;- f-,:::-::-_~.'.-:::'"




















~ -... ..... ~
- ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.• •
~+-+++-+-+-j-t-+-+-++-+-+-+"'"""'I-1I-+--+-++-+-+-t-1I-t-+-++-+-+-+-j~I-+--++-+-+-t-1f-+--+-+-+""+-. --




























































MSFC49a N~/GD LAUNCH B20c..eWI4V8+B'WI7VI7
MSFC490 "lA/GO LAUNCH e2024BWI4V8+B5WI7V\7


















SIlEF I' •• 5S0 SQ IN
LAEF 11.09'0 IN<HIrS





MACH 1.47 PAGE 179
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
•• 11
ORBITER INCIDENCE: 2. (P/Sl













































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.-.-to
C~FIGUR4TI~ DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR~GD ~4UNC" eZOC4BWI4ve+B9Wl?VI7
MSFC490 NR~GD ~AUNC" BZOZ4BWI4VO+B5Wl?Vl?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
.040
.01'
ORBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/Bl
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.oa,
-.040















MSFC.90 NR/GD LAUNCI1 8Z0C48Wl.VlI+8'Wl?Vl?
MSFC.90 NR/GD LAUNCI1 8Z0Z.8Wl.ve+8'Wl?Vl?


















SREF 1' ••5.0 SO IN
LREF S.0950 INCHES




kALE D.OOS5 Sc .... 1t
MACH .60 PAGE 181
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE =2. (PIS)
-0- !- _ _ I __ L.
~ --~.





r+- -!-r- +:.+=+ 0 .- ••_






































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.oal
-.040
-sa -to - . -.









MlIYC490 ~R/~D L"U~CI1 8Z0C48Wt4V8+85Wt?Vl?
MlIYC490 ~R/~O L"U~CH 8Z0248Wt4V8+GSWt?Vl?


















aREY 15.e5eo lIQ 1M
LilEY 3.0950 INCI1ES





MACH .90 PAGE 182




GRBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/Sl
-1.--1---- - .• __t ...
---"--~- ~_.-.-
























































MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14VII+B'Wl7V17
MS"C490 .NR/GO L"'UNCH B2024BW14V8+B'W17V17


















SRE" 1' •• '.0 SQ IN
LRE" 11.09'0 INCMEs




'CALE a.oa3' IC ... LE
MACH 1.10 PAGE 183






ORBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/Bl
-
--+-
_ .t..... 1 - .. ~ + I
--+---+_._+ _. . .•' ._-t-- ...•.
......-t.-+.. - --+ 4--.....


















































HS~C4I1D NA/GD LAUNCH 820C4BW'.VI+B'W'7Vl?
HS~C490 NA/GO LAUNCH B2024BW'4V8+B,W'?VI?


















SREF 1' •• '.0 SQ IN
LRE~ '.09'0 I NC"!!:S




ICALIE Q .0011' SCALIE


































-10 -. -. - 4 -. a
-'I
















EFFECT ~F ~RBITER P~SITI~N
.040
••••
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 'CT .YHBQL CQNFI~URATIQN OC'CRI~TIQN
I Haa"AI ~ HGFC4.0 NR/GO LAUNCH B2aC4BW14ve+e'WI7VI7
IH.aaIAI H.FC4.0 NRIGO LAUNCH B2024BW14ve+a5WI7VI7


















lIREF "."'0 'Q ,..
LREF '.OS'O I NCOI!!: $
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, I , , ; I : I 1 ! I ~ , I
I I I I i I I I I i I .
I : I I I ! I .....-~w··I I t--Ll~
I i I i !




















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 a 4 • • to .1
OATA BII:T SYMe<:ll.
c tllS8A I '0
CIlIIS.A I ZI
c nl.IA I 0
CONFt~URATtON D~SCRt~TtON
M'FC4'0 NR/GO LAUNCM eZOC4eW14V8+e'Wl?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/GO .LAUNCM B2024BW14VO+B'Wl?Vl?


















IREF \'.8580 SQ IN
LREF 5.09'0 INC~E3
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I 1 ! I I I
, t--r - 0- __+__ ...._.; I I I I i I ! ' I, I I_tt- I
I I t I i .- r--t-·-·i I I
I i I I 1 i ~--rI I ~ ,
































"Q i'-.. A<: Q f::::
~ r". ........ r--.. b AI
---
10-"'" ~- " ~~ t--~ i--"" po.... ~ r-:... ~I--.... ~ ~






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.eo






MS~C.90 NR/~D lAUNCH 820C48Wt4V8.85Wt?Vt?
MS~C.90 NR/~D lAUNCH 8202.BWt4V8.B5Wt?Vt?


















SRE~ 15.8580 SQ IN
LRE~ 5.0"0 INCMEs





MACH .90 PAGE 187
EFFECT DF DRBITER PDSITIDN - DRBITER INCIDENCE 2. (P/Bl
1, l
IH-+++-H-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t-+-+--+--t--l-+-++-+-H-++-+-~-+-+-+-H--+-+-·-
~__'_ I i I I I I I Iii :~-- -·r~~':'_it-_ttl=~!=~=~=~~=~=~=~=t=t=~=~~~~=~=~=~=t=~=~~=~=~=~=t=t=t=t=tj=j=1=1=l=t=~=t--+"",1 -- ---r----I l - ~'''''~'~-rl-r--t-t-f-H-t-+++-+-H-t-t+++j-++++-HH-++++-+-H-+-++1 --L-l-+-'_!f--+i.-+~: ~I~i._













































~~t-t-t-t-t-t-+-t-+-+-+-+-+++++++++++++-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-t-t-t-l-jHf-~+-+-- .- -. --


























-'I -,a - 8 - • - 4 - 2 a a 4 • 8 ,




I tlIe .. lIA , <>
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
HSFC.. 90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC.. BW1 .. V8.B5W1?V1?
H8FC ..90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOZ..BW14V8.B5W1?V1?






















. 'rNRP a. 0000
ZNRP 0.0000
ICALE 0.001l5 SCAl-1I:
MACH 1. 10 PAGE 188
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSIT ION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/Bl
••0 ! ,+---W [ , ,W i
--t---+-Q: I I
to:) i ..--.... --_.I I ; I IW
.-+.- ._---~-Cl I ! I ,
a:: .tl ii I
W ........-. =L~:-:=l·0- J I
I r- ; I j






























Z I'-;: II ~
- ~ r..... -I"- .A '1l:IJ: ~ l- I'-





ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.110
-u! -to
- II - II - 4 - 2 a 4 II II ta t.





"SFC49D NR/~D LAUNCM BZOC4BW14V8+BSWt?V1?
"SFC490 NR/GD L"UNCM BZ024BW14V8+BSW1?V1?



























































EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/B)
••0 , I ~.
I i --;--- ~-f-; -































_ ••'!al.• ...J......L.....I._-a-lo-"-..L..~_........ ..J.--IL.....I._...J..-L......L..~_ .......4...J.--IL-.l._...J..--L......L....1........0...J.--II.-I--I.--IL-I-..1........4...J......I--I--I.--I'--.l.-..L.....L• ...J.--IL-I-I-IO-l.-~......~.
ANGLE QF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/~O ~AUNCM 8Z0C48WI4Ve+8'W17VI7
MS~C490 NR/~O ~AUNCM 8Z0Z48WI4VS+8'WI7Va7
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES






MS~C490 NR/~D LAUNCM BZOC4BWt4VS+B'Wt?Vt?
MS~C490 NR/~D L4UNCM BZD24BWt4VS+B'Wt?Vt?
























aC4LI! a .OOS' SCALE













I~~-;-+-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+-+-H4-+-+++-+--'H-++-+-+-+-H-+-+--I--I-+-~~.~._-_._-- -- --~- ..
--. _.- ---.



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
C?NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
M$FC~90 NR/GD lAUNCH e20C~ew'~v8+e'wt7Vt7
MSFC~90 NR/GO lAUNCH e202~ew'4v8+e'wt7Vt7


















SREF "."'0 SO IN

























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
- ••0
-ilt -10 -. -. - 4 -. a • 4 • • 113 la
OIlTII SIl:T syo~eoi.
I IlIZSell , Cl
I 1lI2S911 , z:t
IISZ4SII' 0
CON~IGURIITION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD I.IIUNCH BZOC4BWI4V8+BSWI7VI7
MS~C490 NR/GD I.IIUNCH BZOZ4BW14V8+BSWt7VI7


















SRE~ 1'.8580 SO IN
LAE~ '.0950 INCMES










EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (P/B)
.n ! I ! i !
I : f :-T-'-t-~;;t-+-,-r+-+I---1~Hr-t-r-r-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++++++-+""""-:"'--i.-+--i.--L""';"-+-+----




































.....+-+-+-++-+-+-+-+--j~I-I-+-+-+-++-+-+--+~-jH~I-+-+-+--1--1-+++-+-+--+~~--j~I-I-+-+-+--.-·· r- f-- -
t-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-iI-t-t-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-4-i-iHI--'-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-i-ir--~t-+-+-t .. ~- ~- r- .-
t-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-iI-t-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-.-i-iHI--.-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-4-i-i-ir--t-t-t-+-t- -- .. r- --~.
t-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-4-i-ir--t-+-+--+-+--+-+-+-+-4-i-iHI--.-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-4-i-i-iI--t-+-+-+-+-+- f-. r-
- • aa 1-.......L-...1--L......I-JI.-L-......J......1--L-1-JI.-L-......J......L-L..........J L-.L-.L.....L...L...L-L....J-JL....L-.L....J.....L-...L-L..........J--JL-.L-......J......1-...L.-L-JI.-L.,...J-.l
-Ill -10 _ • _ • _ 4 _ e Q • 4 • • 10 III
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET'IlVMB-:>L
IlS21UlA 1 £:)
I (SZSllA I ~
I lSZ4SA I <>
CCN~I~URAT1ON 0£SCR1PT1CN
MS~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH BZOC4BW14VS+B'Wl?Vl?
MS~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH BZOZ4BW14VS+B'Wl?Vl?


















SRE~ l'.eseo 110 1M
lREF 3.09S0 INCHIt.





MACH 1.47 PAGE 194 -




















, • , IH-t-;"--l--+-+--+-+-t-+-I--I-+-4-+-+++-+-+-H-+-+-++-+-+-t-+-H-+-+-+++-+-+-f-i-+-+-+--t -'T~
H-f-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-+-+-+--t-+-H:--+-f-+-+--+-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-H--t,.-t- -r- -r









































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





M~FC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BIOC4BWt4V8.e,wt?vt?
..SFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BI024BWI4ve'BSwt?Vt?

























MACH 1.96 PAGE 195











































































~S~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH B20C48W14V8+B5Wl?Vt?
MSFC4~0 NR/~O LAUNCH e2024Cwt4vo+eSW1?VI?

























ALPHA .00 PAGE 196















































~ , , I I I i 1 I
,
+-,- : , .I I I ----;-....---, I I , I
...~_.~- -L- ...·-
i I I I l :.-l--L-
I I I I I i ! i I , . i I
I I i I I I I i I
i I I I I t-t ;
!













-.1\.0 a.s 1.S 1.0 •• S a.a a.s 4.0 4.1 1.0· '.1
MACH NUMBER
CON~IGURATION· DESCRIPTION
HS~C490 NR~GO LAUNCH 810C4BWI4VII+8IWl?Vl?
HSFC490 NR~GO LAUNCH 810148Wl4V8+BSW1?Vl?

























ALPHA .00 PAGE 197
••0
•••
ORBITER INCIDENCE ~ 2. (P/Sl ALPHA = O•
- L..l-~~ - --~ _~ ! _~
-r-- -- .- ~ • -- ...
••0
- • - f--- ----




._- ... - ~
1-1-1-- -I-









































MSFC4~0 NR/GD LAUNCM 820C48Wt4VB+B9Wt?Vt?
MSFC4~0 NR/GD LAUNCH Q20248Wt4VG+B9Wt?Vt?

























ALPHA .00 PAGE 198
= 0•ALPHA2. (P/B)
! 1 ! ! : I I ! 1 I I ~ t i -~-+
, I I I I I I I I I : I : i I ! J
I I Tit- f----+-i ---, i ; Iii
I ! I I I --,.--I I I ! i i ~ I I ;
i I I ! I , : ._.i-_L_
I I I ! ! '
-.,....-.+--..-.--
I I I I
! IT ;-1
I I
-t~. --f-r-'<~ \ I







--I hoa _. _.
I ,/ ..... ,.)(
~) III ,...
.......













-10- ~. .- f-
a ••





































MSFC490 NA/GO LAUNCM 810C4BWt4V8+BSWt?Vt?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCM BIOI4BWt4V8+BSWt?Vt?

























ALPHA .00 PAGE 199
ALPHA = o.ORBITER INCIDENCE =2. (P/SlEFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
~--~~-f--..~ 4++-+-+-+--r--r-+-t-t-ri-+-t-+-+--+-+++-+-+-+-+-t-H-~ "-4-..-~';-.>-!_-~-_ -~ -.~ - ,~·o· ~ -. -








.....t-HH-+--+-+-+++++-+-+-+-+-t-~~~-4--+-+++++-+-+-!HH~~-4-+-++++++-+-+-+--+- I--+--+--t-+-~ .- .-
-,... .
~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-I--I--+-+-I-HH~H~HH--J--J-+-+-+--+-+-+-l--+--+--l--+-+++++++-1-++-+-4~- _.1- -1--1--
....+-+-+++++++++-+-+-+-+-j-j--j--jHf-f-I-I-I-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-- ~"""- - t---~
I!!-+-+-HH--j.--j.-+-++++++-+-+-+-+-HHH-+-+-++++++-+-+-HHH-+-+-+++++++-+-+-t~·-~ ~ - --t-.t-t--i
0.5 too 2.0 2.5 11.0 11.1 4.0 4.5 5.0 '.5
MACH NUMBER
C~N~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD l.AUNCH 8Z0C4BWI4VO+8SWt7V17
MSFC490 NR/GD l.AUNCH 8Z024BW14VQ+B5Wi7Vt7


















SR£~ 15.8580 S~ IN






ALPHA .00 PAGE 200
/
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =4. (P/Sl
















....+--+-t-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-i-t-+-+-i-t-+-+-i-t-+--+-t-ll-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-ir-+-+-t-lt-+-+-t-lt-+-+-t... - .. 1-.
- 1--.
1-+-++-+-+-+---lf-+-+-+-+-+-+--t~!--+-+-++-+-+--t--tf-I-+-+-++-+-+--t---1I-+-+-++-+-+--t---1I-+-+-+-+-+-f--
-10 - . - . - 4 - 2 o • 4 s s 10








C?NFI~UR .. TI?N DESCRIPTI?N
MSFC ..90 NR/~D ~AUNCM BZOC.. BW1 .. Ve+eSW17V17
MSFC..90 NR/~D ~AUNCH BZ014BW14V8+eSW17V17

















REFERII:NCE: I NF''jR ..... T l'j"
SAEF "."'0 SQ IN
~AEF' 3.09'0 INCHES





MACH .60 PAGE 201
, l
r-;--r-t--r--r--+--+-t-r-+-j-r-t-t-t-+-+-+++++-ll--+-+-+-i~~t-+-+-+-+--t--+--:-T+-,-+-4-4~~~-l-'1-+f--~---:---'­t---~+-+-+~-t-+-+-++-j--+-i-"'-+-+-++-+-+-+-!I-+-+-+-++-+-4-lf-~+-+--+--l-1--le' ---4---l~' ! I i--i ----j t -r-r-- --r-- - - .-
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (P/Sl










rr-"t--j--++-+-+-t-t-j-r-t-t-t-t-+-+++++-i't-+-+-+-IHf-t-+-+-+-+--t-++-+-+-4--J-'~-f'- i-:;t-t-t-++-j--+-1-t-t-+-++--+-+--1-"'-+-+-+++-+-+-!}-{-+-+-++-+-+-lf-I-+-+--+-+-+-+-~f-+----+-- --1' - ~ - ~I ' , .
t-+-+-+--t-f-t-++-+-j-t-+-+-+-+-1I-+-+-+4-+-I-+--{l-+-+~-}-+-+-+--J-I-+-+-+-+-l-+-+-_I~-rl-- +--+;
r-t-C -::.:-: =2_:": .t-t-+-t-1r-+-+-+~:--+-+-+-1:--+-+-+-1f-t-+-+-I-t-++~-t-+-+-I-t-+-+-I-t-+-+-J-~+-+-J-+-'"I! I.










































HS~C490 NR/'O LAUNCH B20C4BW'4V8+B5W~7V'7
~SFC490 NR/'O LAUNCH B2014BW14V8+B5W17Vt7
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - DRBITER.INCIOENCE = 4. (P/Bl
,.. ! , 1 • , , ~__• • _
t--~~+_+__jlr_+_'-+--'~J.-+-_4_i-J.-+-+-t--+~f-......+_+_+4-;...-+_++-+_i-.;.-+_+4-_t_ir_~~-'--+---------- .- -.'-"'7-~














I -~-r--t - 1"..
......I--f--I--I--I-I--~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-+-+++++++++++++++++++-+--+--"~ e---
1--~+-+-+-+-+--+-++-+--+-+--l-1Hf-I-I-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+--+-+--+--l-1hl-l-+-+-+--I-+--+--+-+-+-+-t-i'-"~I--
~+-+-+-++++-l--l--+-----i-----i-f--t-t-+-+-+-+++++-I--+-+-----i--JHf--I-+--b-49:~ilI'y,....,qHf-f--~+-+-+-+++-+--t.-hH-+-++-I-++-+-t-1H-+-+++-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+--l-+-+-H~..q,4~""'R-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+->- -+V I' I/r-
II _~~_1-+-+-+-+-+++-I--+-+-+-+--J-f--f--~+-+-+-+-+++~-+-+-+-4--J~f--t-t-+-+-+-+-+++-+-+-+-- +--+I-I-Hr.--lr--j-f-f--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-I-I-H-J-f-t·-t·-j- -t--· >-1 -t-









































MS~C"90 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC.. BW1 .. V8+B5Wt7Vt7
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZ01 ..BWI4ve+e5Wt7VI7


















SRE" 15 .•5.0 Sll IN
LRE" S.09,0 INCI1ES
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSIT ION ('jRBITER INCIDENCE = 40 (P/Sl
l •• Y , ,


























LL. .- +- ,--
W r!!Ii' ~ - - ..-
0 ~ t-U 0.4 IA 1/"/ ~
W L,...o !'?'ll




-I IY" :,.....- "/
< ~
,




. -- f- -~0
-
,n.Z ~ I"" V
-0,11 V ~ l.,...-'
A. V t: ......
._-
V fA.: ..-" V
.,.; J"~
--








-HI - fl -. - 4 - I a • IS-ill II 4 10 III






~SFC490 NR/GD lAUNC.. 82DC4BW14va+S5W17V17
MS~C490 NR/~D lAUNC" BIOI4BWI4ve+B5WI7VI7
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/ORBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (P/BlEFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
, : 'r---~-l--r-""'-I--+-~-1-I--+-+~-I--+-+-T....,~+--+-+-J-""":+"";-~+--+"";-I--+-~~-I--+-~-'-~r-~-=-r~- _ .. __~ ..



















































~+-+-+--t-t-+-+-+--+-1f-+-++-+-1-t-+-+-+-+--lI-+-+-+-+-1-t-+-+-+--t-1f-+-+-+-+-t-r-t-+-+_·_~-. -- - --.
ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-s.a
-sa









HlI~C"90 NR/~D l.4UNCH B20C4BWI4V8+B'Wt7Vt7'
HS~C490 NR/~O l.4UNCH B2014BWI4V8+B'Wt7'Vt7


















SRI:~ l' .8'80 'i> IN
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.ao
EFFECT ~F ~RBITER PGSITI~N - ORBITER INCIDENCE: 4. (PIS)
1 I' ! I I' , ,t--:---t--:I""T-t-t--:--+-,-t--+I-r-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-r-+--fr-;-t-+--+-t-t-I+-+-t~f-~+""'""t-----~-----_·-- _ .. --












-sa -so - i - • - 4 - 2 a a 4 • II so s.






Mll~C490 NR/~O ~AUNCH B20C4BWt4VB+B5Wl?Vl?
MS~C4~0 NR/~O ~AUNCH B2014BWI4VB+BSW1?VI7











































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 - . -.










HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5W17V17
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2014BW14V8+B5W17V17
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4. [P/SlEFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =
••0 1 ! ,



































































"SFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4VG'B5W17V17
"S~C490 NA/GD LAUNCH B2014BW'4V8'D5W17V17


















SRE~ 15.8580 sa IN
LRE~ 8.0950 INC"ES
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4. (PIS)
, ,

































































-'11 -to - III -. - 4 - a a • 4 • III 10 ••









MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH BaOC4BW14V9+B5W17V17
MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH Ba014BW14V8+B5W17V17
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, ! I , ,
I I I I I I I I i , -~--
, I I I I I I I I r--~~--: . i
I , I I , I I I
I , I I I I ,
I I I I -;-·11
: I ~TT
I I , - ,
: I I -t~-KI
I , -





- I.- - I








-'a - . - . - 4 - a a Il! • • 'a 'I
ANGLE aF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
D"1" SET
("~Z~I>'A I






MSFC490 Nn/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWI4V8+BSWI7VI7
MSFC490 Nn/GO L"UNC" 62014BWI4V8+BSWI7Vl?
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1-+-++-t-1r-+-+-+-t---+-I-+-+-t--t--+r-I-+-+-t---+-I-+-+-t--t--+~+-I.i:Ill:d""'F-"""-+",~,""",""'lp,o::ri""'--+r-+-+-+-+-I-+-- f-- - +- _.- r





















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES








CONFIGUR .. TION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GO I.. .. UNCM B20C4BWl.VB+BSW17V17
MSFC490 NR/GD 1..4UNCH B2014BW14VB+BSW17V17
























IC4LE 0.005S IlC .. I..E






















































MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+eSW1?V1?
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20146W14V8+BSW1?V1?
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
• ••0

























,- 'I '~t-+--+-+-+-++-+--+--+-+-+-i-I-I-+--+-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-+-+~-i-I-t-+--+-+-+--+-++-+--+-r---r-~- '-=t -:
~-+-+-+-it-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-it-+-+-+-it-+-+-+-ir-+-+-+-JJ-t-+--+-t-t-+--+-t-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-r--r-+-t-+--r--t··




r-r-t-t-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-++++++++++++++++++"*'9--+:IJf/:'+-l::711':"':: -f-. .. -
./ V




.....+-+V-t:~::"":JIS";;:::A!!oj'l-+....J~+-+-+-l~+-+-+-l~f-+-+-I-f-++-I-f-+--+-I-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-t~t-+-+-t-t.- - - - - -- e--
~-jI<r'"'t.... -+-iI--+-+-+-+-+--+---l-iI--+-+-+-++-+-+---l-I--+-+-++-+-+-1'-1r-t-+-+-++-+-t'-1-t-+-+-. t-- ._- -
~+-+-+-Ir-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-lr-+-+-+-It-t-+-+--1-t-+-+--1-t-+--+--1-t-+--+-t-t-+--+--t-r-+--+-t--t- t- -- . -e-- --
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
e.a
-,a









HS~C49a NR/GO LAUNCH eZOC4Bwt4V8+B5Wll'Vll'
HS~C49a NA/GO LAUNCH BZOt4BW14V8+B5Wll'Vtl'


















sAEF t5.~'80 S~ IN
LAE" '.09'0 I NCMII:II
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EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITIDN - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (P/Bl
• ••0 , , ,
t-~--+-+-+--.-..--+-+-+-+--+......,-!-.j-+-+_+-+-4-4~!-.j-+-+-+-+-+-+--l~~+-..L-+-+__~_ ...:::.-_==- t---=-=--:== ~~:~
, ,
t-----t_+-+~-t_-_+__1-~+-+__+-f___++_+-I_+_+_+~J_++_+-I__+_.4-_t-I_-.J-.....:.._+-I_.J_.---..~ 1----.;..- - -+ ---+.. - •















t--+-+-+-t-++_+-I-+-+_+-f-+-+_+-I_+-+-+---jf-+-+-+-lf-+-+-+-:~-+-+-+-lf-+-+-+--!I--+-_I~+--+-4 ~ _1-.t-t-+-+-+-+++-+-+--+----+-f-1f-~+-+-+_+_+_+-+-+-+4-+-4-f~!-!-.j-+_+-+_+-+_+-L-+-+- f-~~-~ -




















---t--- f-rt--+-+-+-++++-+-+-+-i-i.-1f-I-I--I---I--+-+-+-+++-i--+-+-i--lHf-I--I---I--+-+-+++-+-+--f--1-f-f-t - f- - --
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MSFC490 NR'~D LAUNCH B20C4eWI4va+BSWI7V17
MSFC490 NR'GO LAUNCH B2014BW14V9+BSWI7V17
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4. (P/B)EFFECT ~F ORBITER P~SITIDN - ~RBITER INCIDENCE =
• ••0 r-:---t---r-:-t-:-+-+-+-+-+-'..,'+-+-+-tl--f--j-,r--iHI-j-l--i-+-+-+-+-+-:-+---+-+_-:- .. _._.. __ ._ .__ .. -.•_....
I t-~+-t-'~~+~-~+--t--+-1~+-+-+-'-+-+-+-'-+-+-'~~+--;'_~' -rr~ r-- ........-~~._-~ -~ ~.-. --_.•.--r-r-li~·t---r---ji~+-j----ii+-+-+-i'-+-+-+--l-+-+-+-ii-+-+-+-1-+-+-+-1-+-+-+-t-+- I ~T~ - --"~-~ I































·1. -\0 - . -. -. - e a II • • II \0 It




I ..SZ~4 .. ,
CON~IGUR"TION O~SCRIPTI0N
"S~C~90 NA/GO LAUNC" B20C4BW14VII+B'W17V17
"S~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B2014BW14VII+B'WI7V17


















SR~~ 1' ••UllO sa IN
LAE~ 3.09'0 INC ..!:,
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EFFECT DF DRBITER POSITiON - GRBITER INCIDENCE =
































1--+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+++++++++++-+-1--1-......j\.-+-+-+-4-+-+---l-+---l---l-l~I--~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-f - _.. f--1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+4-+-f-iHl-l-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-+---l1-iHf--}--il-+-+-++--+-+-+-4-+--JI----l-f-+-+·+--+ -+--+.....
~--~+-r-+~-+-+-~-+-+-+-HH--+-+-+-IH-+--t--f--,H-++-+-H-+---t-""-h---·· ...-.-.-
~+-+-t-t-+-+--t-+-+--+-t:-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-t~+-+-+-t-t-+-+-tf-+-+-+-f-+-+-+~~+-+-~-'-+--t-_+__-+- j-_.1' _..•f-+-t-+-t--+-+-+-++-+-+-+--1-+.+-<~-+-~-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-l-l-+---.j~-I--~-I--+H-~j_.I I I I . '



















































HSFC490 NA'GD L"UNC~ 820C4eW14va~a5W17V'7
HSFC490 NA'GO LAUNC~ 820148W14VO'8'W17V17







































t-+-+-+-"-+-+-1-l-+-+-1-I-+--+-1-I--t-+-1-..,I-+-+-+--,~+-+-+-l-+-+-1-I-+-+-+-I-+-+-i-t--+---------.- - .--. --. -t-+-+-+-"-+-+-1-l-+-+-1-I-+--+-+_.I-+--+-1---1I-+--+-+---1~+-+-1-l-+-+-+-II-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-t-~'--~~-- ---- .• _...-.





































































~t-+-+--+-+-+--+-+-+--+-t-t-lr-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--1--1--+--+--+-1-1~~t-+-+-+-+-+-+--1--+-t-t-l-r--I---1-++-+-I-+-+-+-l-+-+-1-I-+-+-+-I-+-+-+---1I-+-+-+-II-+-+-+---1I-+-+-+-II-+-+-+---1I-+-+-+-II--+-- -- -- 1-- - --
-, .0
-'I -. -. - 4 - I a • • • \0 ,z








CONFIGUR .. TION DESCRIPTION
MSFC .. 90 NR/GO L"UNCH B20C"B~ .. ve'B5W\'PV1'P
HSFC ..90 NR/GO L"UNCH B201 .. BW1 .. ve'B5W1'PV1'P
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EFFECT DF DRBITER PDSITION
'.0 , DRBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (P/Sl, , I
~.,...:~-r-+-i--1-+-+:-<-r-+-+-1-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-1f-t-+-+--!~+-+-+-~+-+-+-~+--.....- •.- f-- -- ............--~-~.,...-r--1-t-+-+---i-+-,.-+--jr-+-+-+---i-+-+-t'--f-+-+-t---if-+--+-t-lf-~+.-+---'~+-+-+-'-~-I--.1 _ ~.~ ... _.~---+~-t-+-+---i-+-+-+---if-t-+-+---i-+-+-t-f-+-+-t---if-+--+-t-lf-~+-+-~~+-+-~~+......i-Xf- -+-L
• I .
























- 8. -. - 4 - 2 o 2 4 10 Ill!









MsFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4V8+B5WI7VI7
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B2014BW14Y8+B5W17Y17


















sREF 15.8'80 SQ IN
LRE'" 3.09'0 IN<:M[S
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~"""---1r-+-+-+-r-+-+-+-1r-+-+-+-1r-+-+-+-lI-+-+-+-lr-+-+-+-1r-+-+-+-lr-+-+-+-l~+-+-+-j"".-~-~1:'
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
••0
ORBITER INCIDENCE =4. (P/Bl
!

















"i'" I II:ll l-,. to- r-..l/
/ ......
'-- I-......














































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
0" T" SET SYMeOL
IH3231'''' 0
(H32..0'" n
IH32 .... " , 0
CON~IGUR"TION OESCRIPTION
HS~C"90 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C..eWt"V~+e5Wt?Vt?
MS~C"90 NR/GO LAUNCH eZOt ..eWt .. V8+e5wt?Vt?


















aRE~ t, .•5.0 $0 IN
LRE~ 3.0950 INCHES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-0 ••
-La









HS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4eW\4VS+B5W\?V\?
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOI4BWI4VS+B5W1?V1?
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ANGLE OF ATTA~K. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.040









MSFC.90 NR/~D L"'UNCH B20c.eWt4VIIl+B5Wt7V17
M'FC.90 NR/~D L"'UNCH B2014eW14VIIl+e5W17V17

















REFERENCE INFORM ... TION
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EFFECT GF GRBITER POSITION
,@lOG
DRBITER INCIDENCE = 48 (P/Sl
____1- !













































- Gl - <3 - I! .. II to tit






MSPC400 NR/~C ~AUNC" e~OC4BW14VO'BSW1?Vt?
~O~C490 NA/GC ~AUNCH e2C14BWt4V8~B5Wl?Vl?

















REFERENCE INFOR ..... TION






SC ...~t 0.0015 SCALE
MACH PAGE 222
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE = 40 (P/Sl
.040 __ ~l __ .L.-.~
~ ~-_.~-. f--+--.---
-~. -













































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.oas














MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4ve+ellWt?V\ ..
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH eZo\4BWt4VlS+ellWt .. V\ ..
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EFFECT OF ORBITER PQSITION
•oIII I!














































- 8 - e - <3 - 2 a a 4 • to til









M~PC490 NR/CO LAUNCH B2QC4BWt4VG+e9~tvvt7
MSPC490 NR/CO LAUNCH B20t4BWt4V8+B5Wt7Vt7
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EFFECT DF DRBITER PDSITIDN
.040







































. t-+-~~ "r-:t-- - -- _._~
-r------r- -t---- -- - ..- - .--
-t-'--- . ~-+-~-- +-., •---.-






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-to -. - 41












"S~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20C4BWt4V8+BlIWt?Vt?
"S~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH B20t4BWI4V9+BlIWt?Vt7
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EFFECT ~F GRBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (PIS)
1-;'---t-~~..,'-t-..,--+-i1f-t-~-+!-i''-f-+--+-++-+--r"---1-1-+--+-++4--+f,----'!'-I-.L~~-+_l~_'~-
r-""-"--i-iI-iI_~1 -t-ti il-tl-i~ir-t-t'-t-t-t-jl-lr-t-I -+-+-t-t--t-l~~+-+-+I-4---1-1-+-!-+-+.'-.;.1--i:..-j~~':-,. ;-~- ._~ -~-~I [ I I I I I 1 ;i- --r 7--~- -
I I I i I I I I ! I I -~-~-.-.
r-:----rl---r-H-t-i,-ri-H-t--t-+-H~-:IH++-+---H-+++-H-+-+-+-HI-++-+I+1-11-+~"';'-t- --"7"'- ~ ..















































MSVC490 lolA/GO LAUNC~ B2DC4BW14ve+B5WI?V17
MSFC49D NR/GO LAUNCH 82D14BW14VS+B5WI?V17
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-.OS
~+-+_+-+_+-f___1-+-+_+-+-+_+_-f-f-'-+-+_++_+-f--1-J-+_+_+_+__+-f--1--1~+-+_+-+_+__+-f--1~+-+--+_-t- ,- f--------













~+_+_+_+_+__+_f___1~~+-+_+_+__+-f___1~+-+-+-+_+__+-f--1'-+-+_+-+_+__+-f--1~+-+-+_+-+_+-f--l-~+-+. .- ~- -- -
Iii
- -- .-





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-II -10 - . -. - 4 -. a I 4 • II to II





"S~C490 NR/GD L"UNC" BZOC4BWt4V8+e5Wt?Vl?
"S~C490 NR/GD LAUNC" BZDt4BW14V8+e5Wl?Vt?




































































~S~C490 NR/GO LAUNC~ B20C4BWt4VG+B5Wt7Vt7
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNC~ B2014BWt4V8+B'Wt7Vt7


































i 'I 'r-~_-l-+-+~-r-+-+-+++-+--1-I-+-+-+++-+-j-jI-t-+-+++-+I-+-i-I-+-+-++~-T-i-"--t-"1-r- .. .-
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~+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+--+-+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-t-t-t-+-t-+-+-+-+--f--.
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_.. 1--. fA ~-R IA
t-.... ..J:1r' I .... ~I--






-10 - . -. - 4 -. a • 4 • • 10 I.






MS~C.90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZDC.BWI.V8+B'Wl?Vl?
MS~C.'O NR/GD LAUNCH BZOI4BW1.V8+B'Wl?Vl?


















SRltF 15.8580 SQ IN
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! I1----' I I I I I -_.- --_.... -..I I i : , I I I1-------- i I I I I --.--+- -.I I I i I I~--- I I r-.;-~._.: -; , I i I !,

























-10 - . -. - 4
- III a 4 • • 10 III
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET CYMBOL
(132Sl'A I ()
( 13240A 1 ~
(11I2"l4AI 0
CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH eZOC4SWi4va.eSWI7VI?
HS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOt4Bwt4va'S5Wt7Vt7
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EFFECT ~F ~RBITER P~SITI~N - ~RBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (PIS)
i II-----f-I-+-....-+-+~-+-+-+-+--+_.,~+_+-+-+-i-+-+_+_+_+_.,i_+_+_+_+_j-i_+_++_+_.,r_+__+_+'~_ .. f-_ .....-~! I
I ~ j •
t-f---r~~--+--+-+-+-+--+-"'-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-I"'-+-+-+-It-+-+-+-If-+-+--+-l~-+-+-+-Jf-+-+-+---ir---n- r-r.~' .~-+---~---+--+-+-~--+--+-+-4-+-+-+--1~-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-1-+-+-+-!-4-+-+-+-I-+-+-++li-+-I--~-:'..l..WI ···t..J·~i:r-t-t-I, -+-+-1-+--+-+-f-t-+--+--+-i-+--+--Hf-t-+--+-+-+-r-t-t--1-+--t-+-t-t-+--+-+---t-+-t-~ - I'· 'r r':
••0 ! r r I I




t- -.....- r-- - '1=
+-+-+-+.--+~. i- ···r~ .



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
HS~C.90 NR/~D LAUNCH Bzoc.eWl.ve+B'W17V17
HS~C.90 NR/~D LAUNCH BZ01.BW14ve+B'W17V17
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i , I I I 1




I I : I I I r
-..- •. -...- ....
i I I , I ', I I , I ,
; i I I I , ~~' ..~..----.... -I
1 ; ! I 1 ---"-0+•.I I I ' I
, I I I I i 1 j;
I ' ~- --.- .. - .i-L"
! ; i W-L[- . '. .I I . - r- '. II I ,






















- e - 4 - t o 4 • 10 '8






MS~C490 NR/~D ~AUNCH B20C4BW14VO+B5WtTV17
~S~C490 NR/~D ~AUNCH B2014BWI4VO+e5WtTV1T
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I i I I : i ;~-~-+~-+---+-.........--+--+-+-~~.,-Hr---1-i-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-.,-r-r-'-O-t-~-- --- ._--I~:--t---+-+-+--~+-+-""I-l.-+-1-l-1~H-lf-HI-I-+-I--'-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--:--l-+~t-1 -,-.---.--
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0 .. T.. SET SYMBOL
<!lI2S?") 0
1152.. 0 .. ' n
1152...... ' <>
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC"9D NR/~D LAUNCH B2DC..BW1 .. V8.B5Wl?Vl?
MSFC .. 90 NR/~D LAUNCH B201 ..eWl .. V8.B5Wl?Vl?





























ORBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (P/Bl
~=:=:=:=~=~==~===:=:=:=:=~~=~=~=:=1=1=~=~:~~=~=:=:=~=~!=:==l~=~=:=:=~ fi=~==~=~=-~fl =~=~i-"/----l-l~:, :'~:=I ! '
I --~ -, ;-}- '-~-'~'~
1--7....-t---,~+-++-+-t-+-+-+-t-t-I-+-+-+-t-l-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-4-!~+--4-+-I--l--~~+~·I-.:.-, -- . +--+-',"! I ' .'.




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 212:T :\YMB<jL
I 1:il12S'l'A I 0
C 11l240A I II
11,,244A I 0
C<jN~IGURATI<jN OESCRI~TION
MS~C490 NR,GO LAUNC~ 820C4eW14VB~8SW17V17
MSYC490 NR'GO LAUNC~ 82014eW14VB+B5W17V17

























MACH 1. 47 PAGE 234








EFFECT DF DRBITER PDSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 4. (P/Bl
~~~-lf-,-<~~-l-+-t-t-+-+-+!- ..! -+-+-+-+-+-i------i--f--t-'_+-!j-l.+-'--T-......;....-+--r~.~-- ---... -~ - ..
ii I I I' i~-+---+----f-t-!,'-"-i-~+-+-+---f-~+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-+-if-f-++-+~I-.,---~+--+--+-+---t- ..- f-r--' -r .
I f-- _ • -r--
I i L ~~ --~I-, T
.11 It-~+-...,I_~+--+--+:-+-+-i-t-t-+-++-+-+-i-t-t--+-++-t-i-I-+-+-+--+--+-+-i"-1I--+-1- -r-- ,:" r'
t-t-...-+-f-+-t--+--l--+-+-+--+-r-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t--i-+-+-+-+-f-t-++--I-t-+- .. t- --[ _.~- ~ ..
'-1-t-i-f--+-+-+--+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+--+-+--+--+-+-+--+-+--I--+-+-+-+-+-+-+~-1-1-j.- ~ - ',- --. - 1--......














































ANGLE OF ArrACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-'I -10 - II - . - 4 -. a • 4 II 8 10 II





"S~C490 NA/GD l .. UNCH BZOC4BW14V8+B,WI7VI7
"S~C490 NR/GO lAUNCH BZOI4BWI4V8+B'WI7VI7

















REFERENCE INFOR .... TION
SREF 1'.8'80 SQ IN
lREF 3.09'0 INCICES




aC .. llt 0.003' SC .. lE
MACH 1.95 PAGE 235
At PHA = O•.
I , ! I I I 1 : , !
I I I I i I : I I I I i i , ,-- ---
....-~.-
1 J I : I : I ,
: I i I I , I I i ---
-- .. - ...... - ....-
I I : , 1 !




I I , ! I I ! - .. -~-- -I , ! ! I ,
I I I I I I 1 t: i ,I i
-
, ~-
., -G-- 'r-r '., I I I
-
r r~-- ........ - -.I i I I '
"'-iT" -r-', . .++ II I 1rr -- .I













....,~ - - -
/ ~
f'}. / / ._-- -




























MSPC490 NA/~O ~AUNCH B20C4Bwt4VG+Bllwt?Vl?
MSFC490 NR/~O ~AUNCH B20t4BW14V6+BIIW1?Vt?

























ALPHA .00 PAGE 236
EFFECT DF DRBITER PDSITIDN





I-t--HH-+-+-++++++-+-+-.j-l-II--I-t-J.-I-+-+-+++-+-+-.j-HH-+-+-+-++++++-+-+-t-f--f-- ._f-- -- .
-~--+.++. -
I'.... ~rl':;' .f----_ I._--_.
1-11-+-+-+-++-+-+-1-11-+-+-++++-+-1-1-+-+-+-++-+-+-1-1-+-+-+++-+-+-1-1--+-+-+-1--+-+--+-...- .- -..
I ' 't-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++++-+-+--+--+-+-+-+--+--+-1-1-1Hhf--f--f--~~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++-i--+- -~~--+! I I I,
~+-++1--+-+-++-+-H-+-+-+++-H-+-+-+++-+--1H-++++-I--H-+++-+-+-f-++-+--+--J-t-t-Ti-- :·r-~ ;l
-+..............-4··-r -~.-f_L~-
; i I I I
•to ....+-H-+-+-+-I-+-l-+++-4-+-+-H-4-+~-I--+--l-+++-4-+-l-IH-4-+-I--I-+-l-+++4-+-+-+-H-+-+-:.-+-7-~-i---i--~
-Fl' L-t-+- -~--LLHI-+-+--+-+-+-~--+-+-++-HH-+-4-+-~~--+-+--+-+-H:.--4-+++-+-~-+-+++-+-"I-+-j--+-. - I f-- i I It-t-+-+-+-H~-++-21.A~~-+"'-f"--~";d-+-H-+-+-+-H-++++-H-+-++-H-+++-H:-++++-H--+-f-·--+-_...+~ f--~:[F-
,~ ~t--. ._-f- L _~I.


































































OA TA 1I1!:T lIV"!lOl-
I n2,..AI 0
I .,2..0A 1 ~
I .,2.... A) <>
CON~IGURATION DI!:SCRIPTION
"S~C"90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZOC..BWt4Y~.DSW1TYtT
"S~C"'O NR/GD LAUNCH eZ01 ..eW1 .. VS.BSW1TYtT





































. -+-- +--t--_........ -
~~- ~:Ll .: .. t .





- r-- f-f-· 1--
f-..- . f-.f-..
-I-.._~ "-I--~
...- - --f-.. f-- f-f-'
... -- .. f--f--f-. f--
'_.-1-+-1--
-+.... f-.. _-
- . - .._f-.•-



















































MO~C490 NR/GO ~AUNCM B20C4BWi4V&+B5Wi7Vi7
'HlPC4\l0 NR/GO I.AUNCI1 e2014I3H14I1e"I'\~Wl ?1I1?
























































, , I , i I ! ! I I I
; I I ! ..
~--.-.. -
, , I I ! i ! ! i I
.
: I I I I I I ! ! ' :...
! I !
.....__ ..
. ; : I I I i I ! ! I iI
! I I i I I i -;--~ ._;-~-
! I ! i r
I I II'" ! I i~-:·
\ ! --t-...-----I (I> I : '




I / IQi ,I
II ~
1/ "., ..... C'
\ n 1I2















- -f-- - - .. -
MACH NUMBER
'·~.D D.S '.0 1., a.o 2.' a.o a., 4.0 4.' '.D S.s
0" T" SET SVMOOJL
11<3237" I 0
CK3Z40A) n
1I<3Z•• " I 00
Cr~~1~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/~D L4UNCH e20C4eWI4ve.eSWl?Vl?
MS~C.90 NR/~D L4UNCH e2014eWI4ve.eSWl?Vl?


















SREI'" IS.8581) lIll IN






ALPHA .00 PAGE 239
EFFECT OF ORBITER P~SITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE ~
~! 1

























MSFC490 NA/GD LAUNCH e20C4BWi4ve-eSWt7Vt7
MSFC490 NA/~D LAUNCH B2014eWI4VO'BSWi?Vi7

























ALPHA .00 PAGE 240
. -.
O. (BIB)EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =
, !! ~ ;·--t-r,-+-+l,..__,'+-~~.;~ ------~-








































- II - II - 4 - Z o II 10





MSFC490 NR;GD LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4V9+B'WI?VI?














SREF 1'.Il,eO SQ IN
LREF '.09'0 INCHES
































I H3~5(lA l IS
MACH
CON.IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C46W14V8+BSW17V17
























EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE ~ ~o (SIB]








































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET SYMB<:>L
111I250A' 0
1 MlI I:5" A , n
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C"90 NR/GD LAUNCH BZDC4BWt4ve+B5Wt7Vi7





















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 243
EFFECT GF ORBITER POSITI~N - GRBfTER INCIDENCE = O. (8/Bl
il.e ,~ -~ __~ •. -.: .
I-.,--~_.t--r--Ir-r-+-~r-r-+~+-+-+-+-+-l-jf-f-t-t-+-++++--!--+_-+T++-L-:"-+-t-I- ~.- .-:' - ..
p-.....-;---.-t-+4......--+-.....-+---i--+-+-+-J-+-+-+-i-+-+-+-1-i-+-+--l-+--___+......~+_4__+-"_~~i ---+- r--.• ---~ ---;..-
G.C1 r-~-;--;-r-::_~hi-:-ii-+_+-+-t-+-+_+-+-+_+-+_++++++-r-+~~_i_+~--+_---+_--~
I I -~-h---:--;+-HI-+-+--+I-+--1I-+-+-+-t--lH--+--+-H-+-+++--1H-+-+-+-H-l--+--+-W-4-....i-4---.~--F-+-4~-r-iI-+-+-+-i-+-+·+--l-+-+4-i-t-+-+-i-t-+-4-1-+-+-+~-+-+~~f--.j....+-J.-~--+--i-4--:--:-,.. ..


































ANGLE ~F ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CO~?ICUn~TI~~ D~SCRIPTION
MS~C~90 Nn/~D ~AUNCH BZOC4BWl4V9+BSWlTVl7














snEF 15.6560 SO IN
~REF 3.0950 INCHES



















i I! .~\-HHH-I-I-I-+-+-+-4-4-+-+-+-+-+-++++++-+--+--+--+-++++++++-t--t--t-+--+I-'r~,- - r--,t-+-+-t--+-+-t--t-+-t--+-+-I-t-+-t--+-+-t-t-+-t--+-+-t-i-+-+-t-+-r-II-t-+-+--+-r--1-+-+--+-I-t,-~I ~t=t-T-
t-l-,-+-ri-,-t--+-+-+-+-+-+-t-t--+-j--+-I--i-ir-~r-t-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-++--+--t--t--t--+-++-+I- ~~+- .__.
'---r-i--l-Ii--I-l-l-l-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+--+-+--+-++-+--+--+-+-+--+--+-++-+- '-- f--+-W-r- r I, I
~+--t-+-+-+++-+-+-+--1-1'-:~+-+-+-+-++++-+-+--f-l--l!-+-+-+-+-++++-+-+-+--1---J!-.....-+-+--t-+-- --f--:-----









































HS~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH B2DC4BWt4V8+B5Wl7Vl7
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t----_i~+-_r_-_+~-r+_+_+__+-f_+_++_+_i-+_..l-+-._+-r+_+_+__+-f_.J_++_f.-~~-~+_l-~ _. --. _..~ -- ~




























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA 61ZT OYMBOL
I I1lU90A I 0
I H!J!!94A I z:s
CONFIGURATIO~ OE&CRIPTION
MS~C4~0 NR/GO LAUNCM B20C4BW14V8+BSWt?Vt?



























EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/Bl
•~o ~---+-...j'~~i-'-+-t-'-+--+'-4~1_i-'+-+_+!,-+---1---1I-t-+-+-+-+-+--:ll-l-t-+--t-+-~!i-1'---jr-I-r--. :-_+-_~~_+.. 0··'_ 0-
I ! I 'r-~~~_4-~+_~+-l-___l-+-+-~-+-+___lf__+_++__+_1f_+_+_+_+_+-t_+_+_+_+_4-!_+_+__f__+-'1,_-+_~~-+--- --...-
L...- +-......+-+I-+--+--+--+-I---<I-+-i-+-+-+-++-+-+-+--J--+--+---<I-i-+-+--r-+-+-+-++-+-' ! ~_~r r:-r- , '









~+-+++-+-+--ir-~+-+-++-+-+-4--iI-~+-++-+-+-4--iI-+-+-++-+-+-+--;r-~+-+-++-+-+-t-lf-t--·f--..- - 1---. _..
I-I-i-I-+-+-+-+--+--+--+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+--+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-t-t-t--t-· '-- -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4V8+BSWI7VI7





















MACH .90 PAGE 247
! 1 I : : I : ! ! ! ! :
1 -+---
- -.--'-- +.i I I I 1 I ! 1 I I ! i : I I
I , I I i -- ------..,..--
.-
: : I I I : I
i i , I I , A ~--- --. --- - .I A
I ; AI \--- , I : ~




I I i Tt-r-:- --
Ai I I --:































































- II - <3 - .. - l! 4 • 8 10





Ma~C490 NR/GD LAUNCH 820C48W14V8'85W\\YVI7





















MACH L 10 PAGE 248
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 00 (B/Bl
.8a : r! I f __~_~__ :_:_._
I 'i,t-~+-~-+~--+-~+-T---t-f-+-++-+---lf-+-++-+--t-+-+-+-+--t-f-+-+-+-+~-t-+--+--+---';'-~.......+-....-.--.- ... -. -'..-- .+--l _L~_~_.~_~__~r--t-......~-;-f-+-+-+-"t!, -;-+-t-,.--+-+-t-+-+-+-+---ll-+-+-+-r-;-+-+-+-+--t---lf-+--+-+-t----i-r--r-+- ! I
••• I i





.....-r---r--+-t-f-+-++-t-;-t-t-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-t---l'-+-+-+-r-;-t-+-+-+--t---lf-+-++-t--t-t-+---+-+---- f- -- _.- •
• 'A" 'A_ •
... tt!lj=tttjjj=tt!jj=tt!jAj=_j:.-tt~jjtt:t~;f~=t=t:~~:I~t:ttijj:~:,=,=t=l~~':'-j








































SREP 1'.8'80 SQ IN
LRE~ 3.09'0 INCHES





















MSPC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4V8+BSWt?Vt?
MSPC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4V8+BSWt?Vt?
\












I I I I :t-'-~-++-+--r-+-+-!,++--t-+-+-H-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-t-H-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-HH--+-~-+'-~I~r'
I ' ! :
EFFECT GF GRBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE =













Mll~C4~0 Nil/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5Wt?V1?
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t-~-:-+--t--r--..;-t-~-r-r+-",-1-:I---+-+-++-+-+-1Io-I---+-+-++-+-+-i,...-+-+-+-+-+-+----...-·--t- ~--r.-~-'
r-----t-+--r--.-t-+-+--1-t--+-_+-1-+-+_+.....,I-+-+_+.....,-r-+-+---1~+_+_+-I_+_+_+-I_+__r__+_t_.-. ~--_.-~-­~--~_+-T-+-f---+-+_+_~-+-+-+-+_+-+--+-+-i-+_+_+-+----f-+-+-+-i-+---+-~+_t- ----:._:-
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
-4.0




















































H~-+-+-+-+--+--t--+--+--+-+-+-+-I--H-i--+--+-+-+-+--+-+--+--+--+-+-+-t-HH·-+--+-+-+-+--t-+-+--t-··-_ ... -- --
I-I---+-+-+-+-+--+-++-+-+-t-if-I-I---+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-t-t-t-if-t-t-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-t-t.-jf-- 1-1--4-+-+-
....i-++-+-1-I--+-++-+--II-+-+-+-+-1I-I--+-+-+-1-I--+-+-+-+-1I-+-+-+-+-II-I--+-+-+-+-I-+- +--+--.1- -- _. f-- --
.- ----
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-10 -. -. - 4 -. Q • 4 • 8 to II




MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNC~ eZOC4eWt4V8+B5Wt?Vt?





















MACH .60 PAGE 251
o. (B/Bl
Q~.a I



























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DI\T4 tlt4T llYMaOL
1 Illlll90A 1 0
1 ..,,29<11\1 l!
CON71GURATION O~llCAIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V9+B5Wl?Vl?






















EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION - ORBITER INCIDENCE

















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
1.0
-~. -to - . -. - 4 -. o • 4 • • to t.
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
"S~cc.O NR/GD LAUNCH BZOCCeW14Ve+eswt?Vt?














sREF IS.8'80 SQ IN
















EFFECT ~F ORBITER PGSITI~N - ~RBITER INCIDENCE ~ o. (BIB]













'-'" - I--e-..- "r -
noD




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CQN~IGU~ATION OESC~IPTIOM
MU~C490 NR/GD LAUNC" G20C4Bw••ve+a'WI?vt?
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-+-t-,-t---"i'--t-+-+--t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-t-+-+--tl-+--+--tl-+-+-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-",'- --i-·:-~~-~ -+- ...~ .•
---- ... --.,.----I I I • , ,
















t-+-+-ll-+--+-l,.-+--+-l-+-+-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-I--I-+--+-ll-+--+-l'-+--+-l-+--+-l-~t-- i --;.- . --" - -



















1-+-++-+---1r-+-++-+-;-t-+-+-+-+---1f-+-++-+-+-t-+-++-+--if-+-+-+-+-+---f-+-++-+-i-t-+-+-t-·- f--- .- c--+----
-lO -. -. - 4 - II o • 4 • 8 lO





M,FC490 ~R/~D ~AU~CH B20C4BW14V8+B5W17V17






















GRBITER INCIDENCE ~ O. (B/BlEFFECT GF ORBITER P~SITIGN
fl.C! 1----'-+-:~--1f-r--,""""""'+-:-~-1f-!-+--+-+-,...-;'-t-lf--+-.........+-l-_--i~_"""'_-+--+---_'_~-:----' _~.
~.O



















1-.........-~-+-+_+-1~+--I-~-t-+-+-+---,t-+-+_+-f--+-+-+-1f--il-+-+-t-+-+-4-I-+-+-+-..;I-.l--I-~, ++-r--: ._-- ._.





















































MS~C490 NR/GD ~AUNCH e20C4eW14VG~B5W17Vi7






































































































t-+--+-++-+-+-If-+-+--+-+-+--t-l-f-+-+_+-+-+--+-l---if--I-+-_+_+-+---+-+-ll--I--+-+-+-+-+-t-l-ir' f-- . - I-- - - .- f---
,...' -- -
-10 -. -. - 4 - 2 o • 4 • 8 10 I.





M5~C490 NR~GO L.AUNCH 8Z0C48W14V8+85Wl7Vl7
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i • a 1-+-+-+--i-t-+-+-+-+--:f-+-++-+--l-+-+-+-+-+-I-/-.4--4...........41,"...-I-f-+-+-+-+--l-+-+-+-+-+--:f-+-+-+-+--t---:........--1t::t::t:~:::::::t::::t::::::t:::=::::::::t:::=:::::::t:::=:::::::t:::=::::::::t:::=:::::::t:::j::::::t:::=:::::::t:::j~~t~~:~t:j~~~:::t:~t:::t:::~~:::t:::~~:::t:::~::::::t:::~~:::t:::~:::::.:t:::j:::::-t:::j~:::t:::jt-++--t--r ., ,,~ --1'-- :------
Ib r..... " .+-+-+---~--,
171 i"\.\~.... ->-!.II. -"-f--. -1"




































MS.C4QO NR/GD LAUNCH e20C4eW14V9+e'W17V~7





















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 258
EFFECT ~F ~RBITER P~SITIDN
\!I.a
~RBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB)
10••4•o-.- 4-.-.
t--+--+-t-~-+-+__+-~+_+__+_1~+_+__+-~+_+__+_1~+_+__+_1~+_+_+_1~+_+_+___l-+_++_t-+_++_t-~-,_.'~:--' =r-:::-:::~~­






























































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGURATION O~SCRtPTtON
MS~C.90 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V6+B5WI7V17





















MACH 1.46 PAGE 259
EFfECT GF GRBITER PGSITION - ORBITER INCiDENCE = O. (BIB)
tl ,€l ! -~
!-~-+--+-+-+-1-+--+--+-J-t-+-+---!-~+-+-l-~+-+--t-1\-+-+-+-l~+-+-+-l_~+...l..-!_~~_+__+;_-~_ .....- -- i -.. -~
1-~_-J-t-+-+-J-+-+-+---j-t-+-+---!-t-+-+---!-t-+-+-+-1\-+-+-+---!i-+-+-+-l-+-+I-+_~-I--+.~f= -~t~~-~; ~ .- -~_.. [








1-+-+-+-+++-+-+-+-+--t-j~I-~+-+-+--+--+--t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-j-j---'I-~+-+-+--+--+-+-+_+-+--+---+-~_l__.- - - - .-
1-+-+-+-+++-+-+-+-+--t-l~I-~+-+-+--+--+--t-+_+-+-1I--+-+-+--t--t-I-~+-+-+--+--+-+-+_+_+---+-~-- f- f- -' - .rr-t-+-++-+-+-j-~+-+-++-+-+-j-I--~-4--++-+-+-+-lI-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-jI-I-~-4--+-+-+-+ . ,--f- - . .....:. ~. - _.












MSPC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820C48W14VQ+BSWt7VtT





















MACH 1.96 PAGE 260
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
.e40
•0 ••
ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/Bl
























































- II - II - 4 - 2 a 4 6 10 I'
AN~LE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




M,FC490 NR/GD LAUNCH eaOC4BW14V'+B'Wl?Vl?





















MACH .60 PAGE 261
EFFECT GF GRBITER PGSITIGN GRBITER INCIDENCE ~ 00 [BIB)
- '!_.



















































-no - I) - c - 'l - n a 4 • to Ht
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OAT .. S{ZT SYMaOL
1 1'l2!lOA I 0
1 ..5254AI IS
CONFI~URATION O{zSCRIPTI~
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BWt4va>Bswt?Vi?














snEF 15.6560 SQ IN
LnEF 3.0950 INCHES





MACH 090 PAGE 262
_.!- .•l-o__. __ 1-_ '00_ ._ o_~.o ~o.
i- ~_.~.--t- ·~·-t .
T"--·- "--- -- - -_. - .. -- ~".' ~-
, -_.....-..
EFFECT OF ORBITER POSITION
.040
•0"











~- +--f-.="- .. ·::'-._·:~-·L~
r--.L~ _ -- .+.
0-4--_;,,",_,.- - •. .....
ri -r0 ;- i
--,- -;-+ ~. --- --+- ••_-
--:-A __ =
-- ±r+£:- ~r·r~~·:-






















































MSFC490 NR/~D LAUNCH BZOC4eWt4V8+e5Wt7vt7





















MACH 1. 10 PAGE 263















































- 5 - (l
- e
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
10 lIZ




M3PC4~0 NR'GD LAUNCH 620C46W14VQ+6SW17V11
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.01111
-10 - . -.







MlIFCC90 NR;~O LAUNCH B20CCBW14VlI+BSW17V17
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I-t-+-+-+-++++-+-+-+-+"'-i-ir-r-r-t-+-+-++++-+-+-+-+-+---i-I-~+-+-+-+++-+-+-t-+--i-- -- - -+-
EFFECT GF ~RBITER POSITION DRBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/Bl




























































- 8 21-fiO -HI - e - <> - 11 l3 4 e e to tl!
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DI\ TA seT SYMBQL
I J311'OA 1 0
(132'''AI ZS
CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC4QO NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5Wt?Vl?

















































































a.. -. \IS t--+-+-+-+-+++-+-+--+--1--1--1I-I-I-+-+-+-++++-+-+--+--1-1--1I-I-f-+-+--+-+++-t-+--+--fH~I-I-+-+-¥+-f
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MACH 4.96 PAGE 349
EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = ~. (B/B BASELINE)
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O. (B/B BASELINE]
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/B BASELiNE)
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA SET Sn'BOL
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CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
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EFFECT OF ELEVGNS - ~RBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/B BASELINE)
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS O. (B/B BASELINE)
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ORBITER INCIDENCE
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EFFECT OF ELEVQNS
.lllill ,
QRBITER INCIDENCE = O. £e/B BASELINE)
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. CB/B BASELiNE)
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EFFECT GF ELEVONS
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB BASELINE)
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
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EFFECT GF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. CB/B BASELINE)
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EFFECT GF ELEVONS ORBITER iNCIDENCE = o. (BIB BASELINE)
°4.G , : T --v ,I t- ---- _. '.. '.... ... -
-+-'
I--'f"; II t
,. ·-t . t
, ~-+.:- ,,
00),8 1..-....._
--+- I_.... t - ,..~. or, , --~- - ~ ~'-4"-r---r .:... .. ~ .
--t=~-.L -~ .1.
-\\,11:1























IJ.. f-- -t -I






























MllFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH Bl!OC4BWt4V6+B'Wl?Vl?
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- ••0
EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/B BASELINE)
~---"""-+--"r-~·--\'-~-~-'.--+-+--+--r-+-+-1f-+--\--r---..-4-1-r-+--\-+-+_+-1+--r-+-",,----'r-'~- -+- -+---~--r--. •~---+-+-~-r--+--1-t--+-r--+-++-+-;--+--t---tr-+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+-+---t__r-+-+-+-+--j.-~,-~I-,- r-+-~--t-. -




































1--+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t---'1t-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t---!t-+-+-t-t-t- -,..- f-+--f--11--+-+-+--i-t-+-+-+--i-t-+-+-+-t---'1I-+-+--+-t-f-+-+-+-4-f-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-+--...,t-+-+- 1--+--+-1--+-+- --f--r---
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
••0
-1. -10 - s a s 10 11 ao !, So
DA fA SltT SY"8<jL
I "3250S I 0
IH31UtSI IS
C~~I~URATI~ DESCRIPTION
"SVC490 NR/~D LAUNCH 8Z0C48wt4V8+B'Wl?Vt?
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EFFECl OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCiDENCE = O. CB/B BASELINE)
1iI.1iil ~~----r-f-~~~--r-+!-~-+-:-t-+--i-+-+-l~+--+--i-+-+-+-+-+--i-}--+--T-+-"';"'-t-~--+--+-t- ......+-+-t-+-4-+--+-+-+-+-l--r--+--lf--r--+-+-t-+-+-+-"""'-+-~+----I-"""---l--';'" -=-~ ~ -~~:=-=:--~-=­








































































"S~C4~0 NR/GD LAUNCH BaOC4BW14VB+B5Wl?Vl?

























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
"
\ no.













~-r_+-~_r_-t-r_+_+-t_+_+-t_+_!-f_+_!-+_+_l-+__+_!-+_+_t-t_+---+-t_+_+-t_-I--+_-+.-t_f_+- ~~---+-- --- ,---f " _~ ~_~
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SREP ".e,eo so IN
LREP 3.09'0 INCMES
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ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB BASELiNE)













r+-t--Ir-+-+-+-I-+-+-;-+-+-+-Ir-~+-+-II-+-+-+--'I--1-+-+-I-+-+_+-Ir-+-+-+-I-+-+-1-t-+-+-- - .- ...












1 I . I
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EFFECT ~F ELEVGNS ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (B/B BASELiNE)
~-i-~-r+-t-r-+-+-t-+-+-t-+-t-t-+-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-t-+--+-r-+-+-f-+-t-+-+-4-+-+~-':'---1' ~~.=L~I.~·:~





~ - .. '-
~+-+-+-+++-t-+-t--lr-f--+-+-+++-t-+-+-t--j-f--I--+-t-+-++-+-t-t--lr-f--+-t-+-++-+--t-t.-......- _.-
I-i-++-t~r-+--+-+-t-r-+-+-+-i-It-+-+-+-t-t-+-++-t--lr-t-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t-t-+---r-t-j--I- .. -- "-
~l--+-+--+-+-+--+-+-+-ir-t-t-+-++-t--+-+-+-+-i-t-t-t-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-ir-t-r-+-+ +-t-t-t... f- -f--r-- ..
1-~+-+-+-++-+--+-+---1r-r-+-+-+--{}-+-+-+-+-f---1'-r-t-+-+-+-++-+-t-+---1r-t-+-+-+-+-t--+-t- r- ._.
o II to 20 all .0





MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C46W14Va+S5W17V17
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EFFECT DF ELEVDNS DRBITER INCIDENCE
••0
o. (B/B BASELINE)











r----t-- .. -i -t··
t-t-+-+-+-+-t-t-+-+--+~Irl--+-1f-t-+-+--+--+--+-1i-t-+-+-+-+-+-t-if--+-+-+--+-t--+-I-t-+-++-;----+-t---,---
t-"-i--i--i--i--i--i--i--i--~~~~~i--~~~~+-~~t--t--~t--t--t--i--i--i--i--i--Hi--f--i--f-' -I~-~ i--- .----
t-+--+-+-+-+-+-1-+--+-+-+-+-+-1.-+--+-t-f--r-+-+-+--+--If-+--+-+-+-+-+-,+-+--t-r--+--+-+-t-;-+--+-+---t -~-t-
t-+-+--+-t-+-+--+-t-+-+--+-t-+-+--+-t-+-+--+-t-+-+-+-r-+-+--+-t-+-+-+-1t-+-+-+-i--t--+--t-I-- -t-++
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SREF 15.lI5l10 SQ IN
LREF 5.0950 INCHE~
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- ill o , 10 15 20 as ao
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SREF 1'.e,eo so IN
LREF 5.09'0 I NC"!!:S
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DA r" 81:T SYMBOL
(H'SZSOS) 0
, HlII~5t 8 I rs
CQN~I~URATION OESCRI~TION
MS~C490 NR/~O LAUNCH 820C4BWt4VS+B5Wt?Vi?































ORBITER INCIDENCE O. (BIB BASEllNEl
l-t-t-++++-+--+--1---1I-t--t-t-++++-+--+--I---I~t--t--+-+-+-+++-+--+-+---I-t--+-+-+-+++-+-+ ..- _.~
f--~ -1--_.























































HSVC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4ya.B5Wl?Yl?


























ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB BASELINE)
_1-_ >.-. 1_ .-~-- •.-
.--:- f'-: ~.:.-'-~~-~~ ..-~:-~
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EFFECT OF ELEV~NS
.ells
































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA seT 8'''ElOL
C H3250S I [.)
tH32'JtS) 1.1
CONFtGURATION O~SCRIPTtON
MGPC490 NR/GO LAUNCH 820C4BW14V8+85W17V17














SREF t5.II560 SQ tN
loREF ll.0950 INCHES









ORBITER INCIDENCE = o. (BIB BASEllNEl
- .... I ...























-r-" - _'··0 _ ....•










































"S~C.90 NR;GD LAUNCH B20C.BWI.va+B'WI7VI7
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EFFECT GF ELEVONS
.01:10













































-10 -to - II Q II aD 20 .,
t-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
(H31290S)
(>ia;!5' G'






















































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/GD LAUNCM B20C4BWt4V8+BSWt?Vt?














SREF tS.~!l~O SO IN





SCALE a .00S!l SCALE
MACH 1. 19 PAGE 381
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ORBITER INCIDENCE = o. (BIB BASELINE)





















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~IGUA4TION DESCRIPTION
~S~C490 NR/GO ~4UNCH B20C4BW14Y8+B5Wl?Yl?














SREP' 1'.41'410 so I"
~R£P' S.09'0 INC~£'



































































"S~C.90 NR/GO LAUNCH e20C4ewt4V~.B5Wt?Vt?














SRE" t5.05&0 so IN
LREF 1Il.0950 INCHES
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SREF l'.B'BO SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES
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EFFECT DF ELEVDNS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB BASELINE)
211eotoIIato
, ; I I I : , ,
i I I ....-._-- ..~.- .. - -l> - ..., ! I i ~
I I I I I I -.
.. -_.+---- ..
, I : : ,
I I I i i i r--". -- - • -,
I I I i I ----------I ! : I
I I I I
I I --~- --+---.. • .! I i '
I I 1------ -. -.I I" I I
I r-i-- i T--~ .I tj- r"i--·




I ~ -I:::. r,l\.






~ i'.. .J"~ l~ \ ..j3. h. F:l \ l6..
,il. I 1'1" fA
-































































"S~C490 NR/GD L~UNCH 620C4CWt4Ve+ellWt7Vt7

















































































-1. -10 -. a S 10 IS 1:0 ltS so





"S~C490 NR/~D LAUNCH eZOC4eWI4vs.e'Wt?vt?
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EFFECT GF ELEVGNS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB BASELINE)
'1 I l~!~--+----<"'--+"""---~I.......·_+-......-+--j-4-+-+-<>-+-+"""'T--<f-+-+4-<-+-+-+-~+-~~-+--+->--r-;---1---~-. -.----.....
t-T-~----i++'+-+-t--T--+-+-t-{l-t-i-if-rt--+--+--+--t-t-+-+-+-+++-I-i' +-+-4-t~,~I_ ..i..- -_.~ ... -~-.­
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I I I ii' ,
I ; I 11-1-;-
: i l-i--T-t--
: I I
r-i--r-t-~t+-i"-T--I I I ' -
i I I i
I I --,-r
---t
























l..I / l"'- e
r- 0.
.....~ 1'\. 1\ f-.~ I'""J to..
-
'" '- l:J..
~ ~ .,.;, --
-
-"- -




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ao
-til -to -, a • so "
a,
C~N~IGURATI~ DESCRIPTION
MS~C.9D NR/GO LAUNCM eZDC.BWt.V~+B'Wl?Vl?














SREV 15.e550 so IN
LRE~ 5.09'0 INCMt~
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IiI-I ,
H~-t--r-t-t:H-t--+-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+-H-t-+++-+-H-+--+-++-+-HH-++1+_+--l-I--__ ._ o-




t-+-+-+-+---1f-+-+-+-+---1f-+-+-+-+-if-+-++-t-if-+-+-+-+-1-I-+-+-+-1-I-+-+-+-1-+-+-+-+I_~L __L_ -I I' i '1-t-+-+--t-1t-t-+-+--t-1t-+-+-+--t-lI-+-++-t-lf-+-+-+-+-f-I-+-+-+~-~+-+-+-l-t-+--+--~"-l-r--,-,---~
r :-
H-+-t-+--+--+-+-+-H-+-t-+--+-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-+-+-+-HH-+-+--+--+-+-+---I-H-+-+--+---l-,l-----I I'
t-t-t-+-+-+-+-++-+-++-+--+--t-i--+-+-+-+-f-f-l-l-lr-rt-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++-+-+'-+------- - ..,t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-++-+--t-t-i--+-+-+--+-I-I-IH---Ir-~t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++- t-.-+---;-!'-- f--r-- - ----'.
r-+-+-+-+-I-+-+-+-+-I-+-+-+-l-J-+-+-+-l-I-+-++-+-lf---+-++-+-If---+-+-+-+-I~+-+-+-+--J~_t-~---





-Sli -SO _ til 0 5 SO 15 eo In ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




04SPC4~0 NR/GO LAUNC~ aZOC4eW14va+B'W1?V17
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I , : , , i I : : I , I
i I I I I i , I !, I
i , ! I I I i i I I
i I i I I I I
I I !



























- 5 0 , 10 lIS 10 III la'













0 ... TA SET SYHBOI.
'JS250S) 0
I JSZ" S I Z1
CONP"IGURATION DESCRIPTION
HSP"C4I1D NR/GD LAUNCH B2DC4BW14V8+B'WtTVtT














SREF t'.ln4l0 so I"
LREF 3.011'0 INC"ES
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EFFECT GF ELEV~NS - ORBITER INCiDENCE ::
.110 , , 1
i I i I I , I
, I, i I
! I I
, I I I I I




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DA TA sa:T &VM20L
I J3250S I 0
I JlIZ"SIn
CONPI~URATION DESCRIPTION
MS~C490 NR/~D LAUNC~ ezoC48Wt4va+e'Wl?V'?
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. : I ;
r-,i-r-t-+-+-+-+-++--+-t-+-+--lf-+-+-+--f-+--+-'-+-l-++-'-+-t--i--+-lf-+-+-+-~f-+-~- +-- .-.- •--i I . It-i'-+-~-+--t--*-+-~!-t-+--+--+--+--i-+-f---,f-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-f---,f-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-ri --i·-- r -
~-i--r-t-.1-+"""'-j-+-+-+-jf-+-+-+~i-+-+--+-+-+-+-j-+-+-+-jI-+-+-+-I-+-+-+-I-+-+--+---"'- _... -! !

























-f-->- -- - ,- ._-
e-- ----
e--f-' .- _. --1--
-.10
-to
- II Q II to 15 20 III-III .0
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBr:.l.
I JSZ,OSI 0
I JS25t S I II
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWI4VS+B'WI7V17
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r-;-++--r-t---1f-t-+-+-+-t--+---if-t-......+-+--t-+---1r-+-+-++--t--+-i-+-+-++-+-+-i-~·+-+--'" 4- .-+.. - ..
I I I I~+-+-i-+-+-+---1I-+-+-+-t-+-+---+-....+-+---+-+-+-+---1-+-+4---1-+-+-+---1I-+-+-+-I-+-+'.....j-r-r- --;-. ~ i":
r-i--+-i-+-+-+--il-+-+-+-t-+--+--t-i-+--+--t-+-+-+--il-+-+-t--i-+-+-+--I~+-+-+-~+-+--I-+-'~'-l-. ..L-L. of .:I--t-+-+-+-+-l--+-+-+-+-+-l--+-+-i---+-+-~-+-+--+-l--+-+-+--+--+-~-+--+--+--+-~_L~:- -~. -~ -1 .. ~ ,
.10 r-H-t-+-+-r-+--+-+-+-+-+-t-HH-t-+-+--+--+--+-+-+-+-HH-+-+-+--+-+--+-+-+-+'--+'-j--+--:I~'--i-I---r-:~rt-+-+--+---1t-t-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+--t-+-t-+-+-+-t--i-+-+-++-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-l-+-+-+--+-+-~t-t-+- L




















































- • lUI L-..L.-L--I.--JI-..I-..L.-'--L--JI-..I-..L.-'---I.--JI-..L...L.-'--L-JI-..L...L.-'--L-ll.-L-..L.....L-L-ll.-L-..L.....L.....L-ll-..I-..L.-L.--I.-I.....:-'--L--L.--'-~
_111 -10 _ , 0 , 10 l' ZO U ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




"SFC~90 NA;~D LAUNCH B20C4BW1~V8'B5WI7VI7
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE =O. (BIB BASELINE)
.00 ~~4-4--I-4-44-4-1~I-+-~-l-4-+4--+--+-+-1-I-+-+--l--+-++-+--+-1---l-I-+--+-+++-+--+-1--if-+-+-M
~+--+-+--l-~+-+-+--l-~+-+-+--l-I-+-+-+--l-r-+-+-+--l-~+-+-+---1-+-+-+-+---1f-+-+--+-t-t-+--+-+_.
I-~'-r-'-+--+-!-+-+--+-1-+--+--+--+--+--+--+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+-+-+--+-+--+--+--+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+1-t'l+- _u-_ l-.L-; I ! i I: ,
~ -,-I ! I i i ! I
I I I i r-r1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+~'-f-+-+-+--f-++-+-+-f-1f-i-+-+-+--+-++-+--t-+-;f-i-+-+--+--Ir-+-1 -t--- "'T-j--r-r-
~+--+-+--l-~+-+-+--l-~+-+-+--l-I-+-+-+-1"""'r-+-+-+-1-r-+-+-+-1-+-+-+-+---1f-+-+-+-- ~,f- -~-l--- - --
.10, r! I ' I ,~~---+-+_.._-~~-+--,~~I_p-~+"";"-~+-+-4-+-+-i-' -1-+--i'~+I---:'_+-+-+'_+-1 -+'-r-'-lP-T""""----:--+--~---- ...-ill : I i I ! ill .t I I I I i ~ i.-~:_--J._....;I_~~-+-+-+-+~I--+--+---;'-4f-'>--;-+--+j-i-j'-+-+-+--+-+-+--'i'-,-+-i---i-r-+-+-+--+-~IT-~i -~- :---r--I I I I r------~~ .....
I !i ii' : I '














































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10





~SFC490 NR/~O ~AUNCH BZOC4BWt4ve+B5Wt?Vt?














SREF 15.e5eo so IN
~REF 11.0950 INC~Ell









ORBITER INCIDENCE = O. (BIB BASELINE)
~----+-+_-.;_+-!, -'-+--'--+~'-+-+-+-~+--+--"'-+-+-+-4-~+-+----l-+--+_!"" -!-.J-~-...l-~' -:'-~~~~-~-~­
t-~---;--+--+-i-~+-+++--+-l-~~+++-+-lf-t-+-+-+-+-+-l-!-+-+-+-+--+-J-J.-U-Ll- --~ +-L. :..
j i I I U-LL.















































1-+-+-+-+-+-1-I--+-+-++-+-1-I--J-+-+-+-+-f-I--+-+-+-+-+-1-jI--+-+-++-+-1-I-+-+--r- _. - -,... .. -.-. --
1--I-+-+-++-+-+-4--+~-I--~+-+-..,!I--I--+-+-4--+-jf-I--~+-+-+-++-+-4--+-I-jI--~+-+-++-+-}-+'" --I-
- • f--I--
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA fl,fZT SYMeOL.
(JS~5Q5) 0
( J~25' S) n
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTtON
MSFC490 NR/GO LAUNCH BZOC4BWt4Ve.B5Wt7Vt7














SREF 1'.6'60 SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCMES
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o. (B/B BASELINE)
r--+-+-+----!r-+--+--+___!r-+-+-+-t-+_+-t-t-+--+-t-t-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-~+_t----!f-+_+_+___!~+_+_++- ·--~-T,! - r -1-
r--+-+_+-t-+-+_+---jr-+-+_+-t-+-+-t-t-+--+-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+_+_t----!f-+-+-+-~+_+_+-t' -t-..L --...... ..
'-l-t-t-1f~:cl::::1c-:j--t~l-t-1>-t"~F~-~-+"fJ~I:::±"'-I.::;lr-t-++-::±(;,..,.~~f3=t==r;:lf-1-t-t+-+-1-t-t+-+-j-- f-- - ---+-_.-
I Ihrl,-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-++-+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+-f-HH-+-+--+-+-+-+-+--+--f-+-++-+-+- I
t-+-+~-t-++-+-t-+--t-+-t-+-+-lf-+-+-+--if-+-+-+-If-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-t-+-+-I--+- --..- . -+.-~+--+-t-t-+-+-t-t-+--+-t-~+-+--f~+_+_+___!~+-+_+----!~+-+-+-~+_+--+-t-++-+-t-.J-+-+-~-- -!-~ .:. -.
I , I I -.L~-l
I I: I I
EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE =
1 'r--~-~-:-+-;--4-r-+-+-t-~-r-+~-t-+--+-I-+-+-+-I-+-+--i---i~+-+-+-r--+--+-~-t-~--,_.~ f--I-O'--;-'~'
; I' ,,"~--~-+-+-+~-"""-r-+~-~+-+-I~'+-+_+-!-+_+~-r-+_+-+-t-+--+---f-+-+-+----!-+---r~-'-r-+---~.. _;_. -~_.._~.-























































1-+--+--+--+-+--+-l-I-+-+--+--+-t-l-I-+-+--+--+-+-I-I-+--+--+--+-+--+-lHt-+--+--+-+--+-II-t---t--- f- f- _.. ----
-- --
_ ••'!lL• ...J,-L--'-...L_-l..lO-L--'-...L...J,-_...I:II...J,-L-.........L--lQL-J-.........L-JL-~S-L-.1-.........L-J1QL-.1-~...L--'L-,~1I-L--'-...L...J,-ZLQ...J,-L--'-...L-.-lS~L-..L......L-JLS...JO
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I_.--f-------.- _.
.









. 1 '1-+-+-+-j-t-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+.-j-I-+-+-+-j-t-+-+-+--+'I6..:-If-+-t~-t-+-+-+-t-+--l--+-+-l-+--':::..~.~ ~t-
.... ~ .AV :1_
........ ~L..,....... r
r-r-~i--!-I--t-I--f--f--I--I--!-!-!-J--!-!-!-!-I--I--!-HHHHHHH~~~~~~H-LL .. : "-- :.. .:~+--+--i-t-+-+-1-t-+-+-1;-+-+-+-!rt-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-I-t--+--+--.jf-+-+_+-iI !: •r-"*!' ~-"7: . :
I-;-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+Hf-f-f-f-~+-+-+-+-+-+---l----+---+--+--+-+--t -t - . i' r-:
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SREF IS.SIISO SQ IN
LREF 3.09110 INCHES
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O. (B/B BASELINE)
I
1-+-11~-+-+--t-+-+-+-+-+--+-~-+-+--!-+--+-+--t--+~f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--If-+-+-+-t-t-i-"r .....-~t-i-I-+--+-++++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+--+--+--+-+--+--+-+-+--t---r---r--~'~~ .--.I I I 1H-++-+-+-+-H-+-+--+-+-+-HI-+-+++-+-H-++++-+-H-++-+-+-+-r-t--+-++-+-·t--Ff-F
EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE =
••0 t-~-r-~-+-+-,"'~-...!, ---j'-+--'f-'-of"-i-+-+-l-+-+-+-lr-+-+-+-l-+-+-+-l~+-+-+-lr-+-+-t-:-,'-----.~.. >-t--.•.. ;. ;.



















































-IS -10 - , a , 'a
"
20 2' ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
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! I ~ I , ! I I ITTl I I ! .....-.-- --....--_..-.... --..-I I I I I I i
: I I I j"-~-----~-----I I t I : 1 iI I I I I i f-1-r-r-r'! I 1 I -4- -r---+ --! -! I I :
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CONFI~U~ATION oeSCRIPTION
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (B/B BASELiNE)
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CON~I~UR4TION DESCRIPTION
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CONVIGU~ATION DESCRIPTION
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (BIB BASELINE)
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EFFECT OF ELEVONS ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (BIB BASELINE)
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10 I.
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~I~URATION DESCRIPTION
MS~CC90 NR~~D LAUNCH BzocceW1CV8+e'WI7V17
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.1Il0
-I III -10 - e -.





Ma~C490 NA/GO ~AUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5Wl?Vl?














SAEP' \5.El5ElO SQ IN
LAEP' S.0950 INCHES
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1. 10 PAGE 436
H--;--+--t--+-+-HH-+-++-+-+-H-+-++-t-+-H-t-+-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+-t--L~-~- -~ -LI I~+-+--+-+-+-II-f-+-+-++-+----f-i-I-f-+-++-+-+-+-il-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-i-f-+-+-++-+-+-i-r-+---+--t-: --T--
i-f--- --t -t ..;--
HH-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-H-4-+-+-+--+-+-+-HH-4-+-+-+--+-+-HH-+-+-+-+--+-+-HH-+-t---r - -t-!- .
I I iH-+-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-+-IH-+-+-+-HH-+++-HH-++-+-H-+-+-+-HH-+-+-+-t-·j--+t- - r----·T--
~+-+++-+-+-II-f-+-+-++-+--+-i-f-f-+-++-+-+-+-if-+-+-+-+++-+-+-i-f-+-+-++-+-+-t-l>--' -~.--- 1--.1 -
-'- --i.--
EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (B/B BASELiNE)
~~~----f-~~~+-i--'-t-!+--+-+-I -4!'---<I-+--+-+-+-i_+-1, -+1-l1-+-+-++-+-i-+-+-+~-1"-iI-~-r---t--+--_"'- ~~~---I _~_
'---r-~~~-t-~+-+-+-i-~+-+-+~--iI-+-+-+4-i-~+-+-I--+-i-~+-+--I--+-i-I-+-+-I--4---"I-f--+-+-+--+-"':'-_L~-
.. I '


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.'0
-,a -,a -. -.
- 4 - It II • 4 • • to
,.
04 TA lIET lIy ..eOL
(\112524 I 0
( \112534 I n
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
"S~CC90 NR'GD lAUNCH B20CCBW1CV8+B5WI7V17













RItFERENCE INFOR .. ATION
SRE~ 15 .8580 SO IN
lREF 3.0950 INCH[~





MACH 1.45 PAGE 437
I I I
I~_,t-t-+-+-+-I-t-++-+--l-+--+-+--+-1-+-+-+-+-fo-+-+-+-++-+-:~+-+--+-lH-+-+--+-l-+--+-+r~L =--. -~-I L I I I 1~-+-r-+--+-f--+--+-il-+--t---ll-+--t---ll-+~I-+-+--!-+-+-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-I--+--+---+-~_ ril- i -r r
T ,-l-T- - rT i
.\0 t-t-7-rt-t-t-+-+-+-+-++++++++++++++++-+-+-t-+-t-+--+--+--+-4--j--j-1-l~~~!-~~+-rlHH--t-t-j--t--t-+-+-HH-+-++-+-t-+-+-H-t-+-+-+-t-+-+-t-H-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~j·-f-I t---"r-t-r
.\lI



















1--'---+-1r--r--r-'"t""-t-+-f-+-+-+-+--Jf--~++-+-t-f-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-4-~+-+-+-I-\-';" - I "! r- -r--~--:
~--..-

























~+-+-+-1-r-+-++-+-+f--+-+-+-+-t-l-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-If--+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-t-f-~+-+-+-t-- f-- -- - ,- -I--
1--+-++-+-+-f-lI--~+-++-+-+-I-II--~+-+-++-+-+-1-1I-~+-++-+-+-1-1I-~+-++-+-+-JI--I-+--I-'f---f- f-- --
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
OA TA SI!T SYMBOL
(1:I2'2A) 0
( 1ll!!9SA I n
CON~IGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BWI4V9+B5Wt7Vt?














SREF 19.e,eo S~ IN
LREF 5.09'0 INC"ES
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- . -. - 4 - It o It • • '0 lit
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES




MS~C490 NR/GO ~AUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5W17V17





















MACH .60 PAGE 439
.011 • ~.. I I I
~-+-t-+-+-+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~H-+-+-+~-+-+-++-+-+-I--+-If--+--f--+-+-++-+-+-+-+-LCL
II-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+--+-+-++-+-+-{}--+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+--I--I--IHH~-+--+--+-·+""-+--+--+--r-";
r-+--t--t--t-t-+-+-+-+-1t-+-+-+-+-1t-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-1-t-+-+-+-1-~+-+-+-4-1f-~++-+-1f-t-+-L - ..-1 ,
r-+-+-+-t-~+-+-+-+-1f-+-+-+-+-1i-+-+-+-+-+-~+-+-+-+-1-t-+-+-+--1-~+-+-+-4-1f-~++-+-J'ILt--~-~-i----7­
'--+-+-t--t-t-+-+-t-t-jf-+-++-t-jf-+-+-+-+-t-t-+-+-+-t---l-t-++-+-1-'-+-+-+-f---lf-+-++-J.---li--+-+-1 I 'r n-r-
I-t-t-+-t-+-t-+-+-+-t--+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-t-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-~-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+_+-tl_+±t_-t~H-+-+-+--+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+--+-+-t---1t-+-+-+-+-+-+-I-t-·+-t---1H-+-+-+-+-+-I---4-+-+-+--+-+-+-~..-l._·t-I __1-iA 1.0. A ' +-...:,. i




EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER iNCIDENCE = 2. (B/B BASELINE)
.10 r+-~
, ! , I 1 1 !I ! I
! I I I
--4-~_
, i i , ~I
I I I I I I I ,-T
i i I ~+---+-Iii
t I I I I I I
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-t. -to - 0 - (l - 4 - II Q l!I 4 e (3 to ,.





MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5wa7Vi?
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z -.1 It ~+-+-+....1-~+-+-+-+-~+-+-+-+-l-~+-+-+-+-l~+-+-+-+-+-~+-++-+-f-t-+-+-+-t-~+-+-+-t---1~+-+-+-+--4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.ao
-sa -10 -. -. - 4 - z a 4 • 8 10 la
CONFI~UR4TtON OESCAI~TION
HSFC490 NR/~O ~4UNCH eZOC4BWI4V8+e5WI?VI?
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, ; , I I I I I I : I
I I I I I i I I --~~--- ...- .. _-I I I ! I I : -~_L._
; I I I
t---._
I I I I ! i I I I ! ,
I I I I ! I i 1-++r-LJ:~T:I i I ! ! I I, ,
I i I I I I ! I
I I - t-+-
-T -:---1"I
! -r-' -fI I !
--~I-"tI L~-;..
I ! ! I I
I I I
-- f-- -,----








-10 -. -. - 4 - It o • 8 10 liZ
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CON~iCU~A1iON DESCRiPTtON
MS~C490 NR/GO LAUNC~ B20C46W14VO'BSW17VIY


























I-+-++-+---jf-+-++-+-j-+-+-++-+--l-i-+-++-+--'I-+-+-+-+-+-I-t-+-+--+-j-I-+-+-+--+-r-r--t-~ f-- • f--f-.-t
H-+-+-+-H-+-+--l-H-+-+--l-~-+--+-+-1I-+-+--+-+-H-+-+-+-1I-+-+--+-+-1H-+-+--HH-r-+-






ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (B/B BASELINE)
~~-r---+--j'-+-+-+-"-:+'-"'-+-1_ ...'1 ~--l_~+-++-+_'r--"!,"l. -4-~t--+--+-+--i~+-+--j,_lr--~+';i-:-






















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.10
-tl
-to - • I -. - 4 - II o II 4 • 8 to II




MSFC490 NR/GO L4UNCI1 eZOC4eWt4Va-e'Wt?Vt?
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, " Ii' I I !~._--- - ':~'-~:i-,-+-+~--T""""'!~~-'f-f-r-i-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++-'-+-l--+---+- .• -- ----
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.", If I I ' I I I ,
Il-;-,....... --.- -rir;1.......-..·--1.--~..Lt-+H-+-+--+-H-t-+--+-+-H-+--+-+-H-+-+-+-+-II-+-+--+-+-H-+-+-+-H-+-++-~H-+-+--+-+--l-~ -+ -~'-r- +-
























l f:r~ I- t:.IHH-+-++-!l¥--I--"~\\'-+--+-+-+-H~I/~q.-l-+~+-HH--I--+-+--+-+-+-!-lrl-+-+-l-+-+-+-HH-4-+-+-+-+-+-+---- - f-'- f-
I:-H-l--+-+-+-+--p.&»++-+-+-btHH--+-+-++++++-+-+-+-HH--+-+++++++-+-+-~+-HHH-~-~--+-++'c----tH-+-H-l--+-H-:~'k-l:\t+-H--+--I}CZ4-H-+~H-+--H-l-+-H-+~f-++-H++-H-++-If-+-+-~f-++-+-+-~ .. -i\'IH-+++-H-+-+----Pl~\\++-+-,IA-+-H-+++-+-IH+++-IH-+-+-+-H-+++-HH+-+-+-H-I-+-+-H-+-+--+- f---
l\it\. V






( JlI25:1lA I n:.
CON~ICURATIQN OESCRIPTIQN
MS~C490 NR/CC LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5W17V17





















ALPHA .00 PAGE 444
EFFECT OF ELEVONS - ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2.CB/8 BASELINE) ALPHA =0•
, ;!!! I , 1, I ' ~
I I 'I I I I , I! I I 1 I i L-L _r--=ri~.~-r-,--,~!-+-t~~Ir-f-t-I-f-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t~~"""'~~I-Ir-t-r-t-t-iii _:-J--L~~
i ! I 1 I 1 I Iii~'~'-'I-+-+--+-""I-'I-+--+--+-""I+-H-+-+-+-H-+-1-+-1~-+--+-+-I-+-+-+-I-+-+-+-+-I-+-t-+-H-+--+-+-r-T-i - --~--r-rr
~.,..'-+-1-+-'-+'-+-t~~f-H~·f-f-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+..-t-t-t-t-t-tHf-t-t-t-t--- --l I t- !.i L;





































MSFC490 NR/GD LAUNCH B20C4BW14V8+B5Wt7Vt7














SREF 15.115110 SQ IN
LREF 3.0950 INCHES





ALPHA .00 PAGE 445
EFFECT GF ELEVGNS ORBITER INCIDENCE =2. CB/B BASEliNE) ALPHA ::0.
- • •. __ 1
-.
, -'-'-----0-4·_·· _ .......
'. + ~. r-+




........- ~.-. -r'" .---
j , Lt=t--·····
-- -r i t -:-- .. -
-+---. ;--~ -- ~ ..
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MS7C4~D NR/GD LAUNC~ 620C4BWleve+e5W17V17














SREF ".6'60 S~ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCMES





ALPHA .00 PAGE 446
EFFECT OF ELEVONS ALPHA =0.
-, .0
ORBITER INCIDENCE = 2. (B/B BASELINE)
, I : I 1 1 ~'h-T-----~·~~+_;___,O_+~+_H_+_t_+_+_t_t_+_+_-+-H"'"__+_+_1__i_f_t_+_+_+_H_+_t__+__--i_r___
t ; I
•
~.;..'--,-'--'--t-+-+·---<~f---.HI-f-~f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-I-+-+-1-1HI-r-t- .....' -L .-L~_'-:.---
'i! I I I I I·::
-0 •• ~-~-_+_+---~.......+-'-.J....J-..:-+_"-~_+_+_+_+_+_i_+++_+_+_ ......+_H_+_4_+_+_+++~_i_-~+_~--_1>----_t
I I I ' It-t->-i-"~-t--+-+++++-+-+-+-+--H-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-+-+-~~H--+-f-+-t--++-+-+++-+-+-rt- r-~r ~.~ __ ~ ._ .
t-+-+~~-+--t--1-++-+-+-+-+-II-+--+-+-+-t-+-t-t-+-+-i-+-+-+-i-t-+-t-t-+-+-if-+-+-+-t-+-+-r-+-~+++ -t-r;:·
-0 •• ~j......::--.i~_+-+-+-+-l-+4--l--+-+-+_j......:H-+-+_+-++++++_+_+-~H_+-+-+-+-+++++++_-+-+-t-~-+_4-+-I~-~




















~HH_4-+-+-+-t-++++-+-+-f-HH-t-+-+-t-+++++_+_+-rHH-t-t-+-t--t-+++++-+_t--HH-+-1- 1---+-- __ f--
1.5
MACH NUMBER
I • a ......L-.L-.L-.L...L.........~~~...&.......&.......&.......&.......L....L.....L....L...J.-A.~-I.-I.-I. ............................lL....JL....JL-L- .&-.&-..............~~~...&.......&............-L-L-L-J.-J.-I.-J.-J.-1.....J
0.0 0.5 t.O t.s ••0 •• S a.o a.s 4.0 4.1 1.0
DATA SET lIY,",BOL
(K3Z52A) 0
I KSZSSA I n:
CONFI~URATION DESCRIPTION
,",SFC.90 NR/~D LAUNCH BZOC.BW1.V8+B'WI?Vt?





















ALPHA .00 PAGE 447
ALPHA =0•
, , I 1 I , i i I ,
i : i , : I I I I r --+-~. - • . . . · - ·, I ! I I
I i : ! i lor _.,... .. ~--- . · · · -: I r
i r ! I -.~-~-.- .- · ·I I I I I i
I I , I , I II





! +~~F I · ~
~ I ! ,__



















.0 0.11 1.0 1.S a.o a.' a.a a.s 4.0 4.' '.0 S.II
MACH NUMBER
T SY"OOL CONP' I 'UAA nON DESCIUPTlON OABINC POllnN BET4 ELV4TR REP'ERENCE: INFOR .... TIQN








































































I-+--+-+-+-+--I-;r-+-+-+-+-+-+--!,......t-+-+-+-+---f---i-I-+-+-+-+-+--I-ir-+-+-+-+-+--I-ir-+-+-+-+-t·- - - -
I-+--+-+-+-+--I-:r-+-+-+-+-+--I--!~t-+-+--+--+---f---t-I-+-+-+-+-+--I-if-+-+--+--+-+--I-if-t-.t--+.--t--j'" - -' f--
-to - , o I 10 II 20 211 10













































































- II a 8 to 15 10 25 liD









DATA N~T AVAI~Ae~E ~OR A~~ C~NDiTiONS
A32'IA-A32'OA BZOC4BW14V6 + BSWt7V17

























MACH 090 PAGE 450
BIB BASELINE ELEV~N INCREMENTS AT ~RBITER INCIDENCE OF O. AND 2.








































-10 - I o I 10 II 10 10









4SZS34-43Z'Z4 eZDC4BW14YI + e'Wl?Vl?
43Z'14-43Z'04 eZOC4eW14YI • e'WI?Vl?

























MACH 1. 10 PAGE 451
BIB BASELINE ELEV~N INCREMENTS AT 6RBITER INCIDENCE GF 00 AND 2.
• Q.~ , ,p-. -+-+-_-l- ~_+----_+-I__I__+-I_+_~_1I_+__+-i-+__+_1-+__4__<-+__4__1,-~_+_1~~1l.,.. ~,..,... - ... ~. __ ._. . _..~_ ....
I-. ----+--l--'--t--1I- ........-+-lf-+--+-f-.....-+-f-+--+-lI-+-+-+1-+-f-+-t-I-4--J-I-+~-~~ , , , '
..r~---o_:--+-+-+-, _+-1+i_i~+-++-+-+~I-~+-++-f--+-II-t-I -+--f-l-~+-+-+-+-+---ii--~.+---il_·--+--··~·· ... _-_.. --
r I I I L~-r-t--.- ---.....1-~---+-t-~-+-l-+-_+-l-+--+_1i--I--+_1i-+--+_1I_+__+_1-+-+-i-+-+-1-+-+-1-+-_+_1f---i-'-~I~:-_~ ~_._.
,I ,

























r-+-++-+-1-I-+-++-+--+-II-I-+--il-+-+-4-1I-I-+-++-+-+-l-l-I-+-+-+-+-I-I-+-++-+-f---1-- -- f-- f- ---
-10
- 5 a to 15 aD as 110






DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITiONS
A325IA-ASZ50A B20C4BWl4ve • B5Wl7Vt7

























MACH 1.46 PAGE 452
BIB BASELINE ELEVON INCREMENTS AT ORBITER INCiDENCE GF O. AND 2.
• ••0 ,
I I r-t-- --7 ----~--.
~;~-r--l--+-r-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-i-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+--f-+-+--f-t-+--f-+I-r-+-+-t--r-r-~~. ----- .. -



















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
t.s
-tS -to








DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
AS251A-ASZ50A BZOC4BW14V8 + eswt?vt?
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--+ -.. _.~ ,-*-+--~-
-.-t+t-+-- ~--r- II • ,. - r- .,I . ,
l ••
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A5293A-A1I21i12A B20C4BWt4V6 9 95W1VV1?
1\1I2911\-A1I290A 020C49W14V9 • 95W1?V17

























MACH .60 PAGE 454
0.4
a.. t-+-+-+-+-,l-+-+-+-+--if-t-+-+-+-ll-+-+-+-+-Il-+-+-+-+--i-l-+-+-t--i-l-+--+-+--i-l-+-+-+--i-l-+-+-+-1






~-t-+-+-t---+-+-+-t---+-+-+-t----t-+-i-+-+-+-l-t-+-+-l-+-+-+-l-+-+"'-If-+-+-+-t----t-+-t-- - - - .1-,--l-+-~
I I I I :
t-t--t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-lr-+-t-t-+-f-+-i-t--+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--i-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-r-t--t--~-P~f­I--t-+-+-+--i~-++-t-f-+-++-+-I~-++-+-I~-++-t-f-+--+--t-t-f-+-+--t-t-f-+_++_t_t--+-,+-r
BIB BASELINE ELEV~N INCREMENTS AT DRBITER INCIDENCE OF O. AND 2.
r-~r-~~+-~~+-!-+--+--+'-i-!f-!f-I-';-+--r--+--+-+-+-+-++_'f-f-!f-l~' -+-r-+-+-1--jr-:-'~t-;-+--- --~-_.-
































- " a II 10 20 as sa






OAT4 NOT 4VAIL.4BLE ~OR ALL CONOITIONS
4SZ'14-43Z'04 BZOC.BWI.V~ + B'W17V17

























MACH .90 PAGE 455
BIB BASELINE ELEVDN INCREMENTS AT ORBITER INCiDENCE GF O. AND 2.
\.. ! !
I I t-t---r"":'-' +-:"-.- •._._.
r-r-i-,-t---t-t--t--t-t-+-t-t--t--t-t-+-t-t-+-t-+-+-t-t-+-t-t-+-t-+-+--i-+-+-tf-+---+'~~-:,'.- .-+-~_..~-- ~ ..I-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~+~-f--+~-f--+-l'-~~: -H-- ..+~~ ~- -~ .
H--t---t--t-H-+--+-+-H-+--+-+-H-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-H-+-+--+-H-+++-H-+--t-J.,i.- ~ I__l.. L--i..I-HH-t-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+++++++++-+-+-+-r-r-HHH'-lrl-+-+-+-+-+--+---!-I--!---II----r. -~. -~-~






































-liB -\0 _ , 13 , \1) US 110 25 110









..32'S.. -432'24 S20C4Bwt4Va • B'Wt7Vt?
..3251A-4S2'0.. B20C4aW14V8 • SSWt?Vt?


















SREF t'.e,eo SQ IN






MACH 1. 10 PAGE 456
t.o
BIB BASELINE ELEVoN INCREMENTS AT ORBITER INCIDENCE OF O. AND 2.
~+--~'~+-+-+-"'!--1--1>-~+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+-+_+-I+-l+--+-+--+--t-+-+-+-+-+-+~-~~_':"f--~ ..-~ ..~-_.~­~+--r.-i-~+-t-'-+-+-f-~+--+-4-~-r-+---'r-+-+-+_~+-+1 -i-t-+-t-j-t-+-+--I~+-+-+:-t-1·-t-~· ~-- ~- ~~-~+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+-+-i-+-i-if-f-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+--+--+-+-+-+---ti --;---r---j--- I--r--,- +-- .




































-t. -to - I o , 10 II eo a, lUll
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES





DATA NOT AVAILABLE ~OR ALL CONDITIONS
A'2'IA-AS2'DA BZOC4BWt4V8 • B'Wt?Vt?


















SRE~ 1'.8,eO S~ IN
LRE~ :1.09'0 INC>1ES





MACH 1.46 PAGE 457
i.8
8/B BASELINE ELEVGN INCREMENTS AT ORBITER INCIDENCE GF O. AND 2.
-~--,--+----;---;i-~+--r~I>-+-!1 -t--t-+~r-t-+-+--t--+-_l!-I -+-t-+-!;-!--~+-+-+--+-+-!; -+~-!-~. ~~-.-~ ..- .
'-r--r~-~-r-+-t-t-+1-+-i-~+-+--:r-~+-t-t-+--+--t-+--+-+-1~+-+~-r--+I-r-----!-+~ --~i-T- -
r----+-+--t-!'--~+_++__+_!I-r-+-+-+-+-+---1'--f-+-++-+-f---1'--+-+-++-+-1......,r-+-+-+-+-t_T_· -T -~ ._~ - •.














































- 5 a 5 to .t5 10 II' 110






DATA NOT AVAILABLe POR ALL CONDITIONS
4112'IA-A32'OA BZOC4BWI4ve + B'W17V17

























MACH 1.96 PAGE 458
BIB BASELINE ELEVON INCREMENTS AT ORBITER INCIDENCE OF O. AND 2.
r' - .. '.
- ..... - .. _....._..•..
"(.- ~ ,
- .... - ..... -of' _. - ..-
I "~t-+-+-+-+--+-+--t--t--t--+-+-+-+-t-+-t-l---i---it-t-t-t-+-t-+-+-+--+-++-t--+--+--+-t""-t--t-t-t --r--t--:- r"-
~+-+-r-+-+-r-+-+-r-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-+-r-+-+-r-+-+-t-+-+-r-+-+-r-+-+-r-- 1--,-1'-'- _.. -




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
-.to
-tit -to






...SZ'SA-ASZ'ZA BZOC4eW14VII + eSW1?Vt?
ASZS1A-ASZ'OA BZDC4eW14VII + eSW1?Vl?














































































DATA NOT AVAiLABLE FOR ALL CONDiTIONS
A325tA-A3250A B20C4BWt4Ve + B5wt?Vt?


















SREF \5 ••560 SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES




aCALIi: a .0055 SCALE
MACH .90 PAGE 460
B/BBASELINE ELEVON INCREMENTS AT ORBITER INCIDENCE GF O. AND 2.
~-- t-. "t-h -~ - +- .. -H-+-+-+-t-1-+-+--+--+-H-+-+-f-+-H-+-+-+-+--1-+-+-+-+-H-+-+--+-+-H-+-+-+-tr-I~-:!~ :._:-.
t-+--+-i-+--+--II--+--t-il-+--t-il--+--t-i~+--t-il-+--t-il-+-+-i-+-+-i-+-+-il-+-+-i-+--t-i-+--+, - I r--t., '
~+-+--t-+-+---1f-+-+-+-t-+--+--1f-+-+-+-+-+-+-If-+-+-+-+-+-t--4-t--~-+-+4-I-t--+-+-'-+:--t--t=l-r-=F*'~+-+-+-t--+--+-+-+-+-+--t---II---+-+-+-+-t--+-+-+-+-+--t-~--t-+-+-+-I-t-+-+-+--+-+--+--1~-+--R~-r""'--t-+-+-+--t--t-+-t---il-t-+-+-+--t--t-+-t---il-t-+-+-+--+-+-+--~-+-+-+--+--+-+-+--~---t-_.~.j.--r--I--~-'~-














































ASZ511A-AlIZ'ZA BZOC4BWt4VB + B5Wt7Vt7
ASZ5tA-AlIZ'OA BZOC4BWt4VB + B5Wt7Vt7












































I- -- f-....+-.-t- .-!--



































'::t:t=t:t:1=t::t=!=tt=!=t::t:=!~t:::t:=!=t::tj=t::t:j=t±j=tj:j=t±j=t±=t=t:t=-J=t=t~:::-:: -- ._--~ . f- - --+-
...... r-.-t-.. -I-






DATA NOT AVAilABlE FOR All CONDITIONS
A1l2'tA-A~R'OA B20C4BWI4V8 • e'Wl?Vl?

























MACH 1. 46 PAGE 462





































h-t--t--+-+-+-+--+--+-++-+-+-~HH--+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-f--.H--+-+-+-+-+--+--+--t-+-+---t-+--'--t -.- .. -r--+-+--1r-t--+-r+-t-f-t---t-f---+-+--jr+-+--1~-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+-+-t-t-t-+-+-+__ -~+:-t~-:fl-
t-t--+-+-+-+-1r-t--+-++-+-t-+-+-++-+-+-1f-+-+-++-+-+-l-+-+-+-++-+-t--I-+-+- r-r-- - -- ~--=~+t-+-+-+-+-t-jr-+-+-+-+-+-I-:-+-t-+-+-+-t-jr-t-+-+-+-+-+-I-+-+--+-+-+-+-t-~t-+-+--t--t-~·-- -~t:
r-+-+-f-+-+-t-+-+-t-+-+-+-+-i-+--+--il-+--+-il-+--+-l-+-+-i-+-+-l-+-+-l-+-+-t-+--+_.- - e-- - - --
- --r-
hl-I-I-f-f-f-f-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+----t--t-I--t









-. o • to 1I ao as ao






04T4 NOT 4V4lL4BLE Fon 4LL CO~OtTIO~S
4S~St4-4S2'04 B~OC.BWt.V. + B'Wt7Vt7
































- \I - 0 - 4 - II a 4 8 to
,.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
8 ......801.- MACH PARAMETRIC VALueS
~ O.\lQ\l AL"'H4 0.000 j>QlillTI<! 2.000o.eot ORBIMC 0.000 ltLVATlll 0.000
0 !I.Og\) AILROl\I 0.000 CANARD 0.000
~ 1I.~.!ll ELVORB 0.000 RUOOl'lIO O.OO@!I.g"
DATA HllST. COOE NV
AE~£ReNCE IN~ORHATtON
SA£~ ,s .•seo so tN
LRE~ '.0950 tNCHES
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
""eoL ....CH PARAMETRIC VALUE a
~ 0.'99 ALPHA 0.000 P<:lSIT" Z.ODO0.90t ORelNC 0.000 ELVATR 0.000
<> t .099 AILR~ 0.000 cANARO 0.000~ t ...., ELVORe 0.000 RUOOR8 0.000t.9,S
OATA MI.T. C<:lDE MV
RE~ERENCE IN~OR"ATION
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SIDESLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
....SOL I4ACI< P4R.ViETRIC V4L\llZO
~ 0 • .,00 ALPHA 0.000 I'OSITN 1.000O.OOi ORCINC O.OOll ll:L VA Tr:J 0.000
<0 i.OO(l AI Lflo.'l 0.000 CA"AIllO 0.000
~ i.<309 ilL VOO 13 0.001l RUOOOQ 0.0001.1I013
DA1A MillY. cooe: Nil
RE~ERENCE INFORMATION
IREF 15.e5eo S9 IN
t.R&:~ '.OIUO I NC"Il:S
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - PIS NGSE TO NGSE
.01 r-.-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++-+4--+-+-+-+-+-+--l---l---l---l--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-H
! -l._! _~_~. _..•..-: -- ~~""'-;-+-~!-+I-:-I -t--+-+-HH-+-+--+-+-+-HH-++++-,..1;:-.-I.H-+-++-+-H-+-}-+-~,-+-I-t-_LLL.. ; .1., L
~------+--+-t-1-+-+--+--i-+---1-+-+-+-+-+-~-+-+-+-J-4-+-+-+-+-t-1-+-+-+-+-~-+-t-+--r11-1-. _.L.+-.. f~---r-:+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--1-+-+--1~-+-+-+-+-+-+-f-+-+--+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-rlrl-- -:.--L~



















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
IUMe<x- MAC" ~4R4METRIC V4LUeS
~ 0.'•• 4L~H4 0.000 ~OSITN '.0000 ••01 ORISINC 0.000 ELV4TR 0.000
0 1.0.11 41LRON 0.000 C4N4RO 0.000
~ 1 ....' ELVORe 0.000 RUOORI!l 0.0001.11'5
04T4 MIST. CODE MVG
REFERENCE INFORM4TION
SRE" 1'."'0 SQ IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES








































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS ~ PIS NGSE IG NOSE
H~~-t--++-+--t-+-+-H~--+-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-H-i'r-t--+-+-I-+-+-HH-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-~t-I"- ~_L:-~-::I-+-r-+-+-+-+--t-l--+-+-+--t--;f-t---t--+-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+---t--t-t-+-+-t-I--+-+-+-t-t-++-+_}-t-_LL-~-J--~­
Hr--iH-l-i---t-t-t-+-+-+-4-+-+-4-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--fr--++++++++++++-+-+-+-+-- - ~ -+- __LL LI I : I :
HHH-;-;-f-f-f-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-iI--+-++-+-+--+--+-+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+--~-~-LL -L~ __L._
I-t-t-t-+--+-+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+--ir-++-+-+---+-+-t-Jl-t-+-+--+-+-+-+--+-+---+--+-+--+---+--f--+--+--J+~r~=







SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
Q'YMBfjL M4C" P41V.~<:TRtC V4\I.UZIl
~ 0.900 41.""41 0.000 POll I TN 2.000o.oo~ OOBINC 0.000 CZI.VA1'R ~.OOO
0 ~.ooo AII.RON Cl.OOO CANARO 0.000
~ n.<lG!l G:I.VORB 0.000 QUI)ORB 0.000n.()O~
OATA MlllT. COOIt ",ve.
R~~EAENCE INFORMATION

















,110 'r I ,
I-r-"',--1-+--'--<!'---+---+-4'-l-~+-+--i-+-+-+-+-+-+-+~.....-1'-'-+-+-+-+-+--+--+---t--4--+-n-r--ri-~- f- -~-i­~---r--+--r--+----+-+-+--+--+-I---1-+-+-+--+-t---1f-t-+---,-.Ii-+-+-+--+-t-ii-+-+--+-+-t-t-+-+--r~.r--t~----t-----r -~-
1 I! I I I .. ,
1-r--r--r-+--+--+--+--+-+-j.-1-l~I-+-+--i-+--+--+-+-+-+--+-4-1~I-t-+-+--t-+--+--+--+--+--+-+-+~'-t--r--:---~ --+---+----. -
! ~ ! t-.~L-~- '1-+--"',-+I. -+-i.....-1-I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-4-j.-l-I-..-+-+-+-+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+.....-1~I-t-+-+-+--+--+--+--+- ! .,
,1 I 1--i-~~+....:......:..-;..-+-+-4-!-!I-+-+-+-+-+-I-+-+-+-4--+-lI-I-I-+-+-+-+++++-+-+-+-...;-!-I-+-~~.--j-:-.---1
t-+-+--+-~-+--+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+--1-+-+-+-+-~-+--1-~-+-+-+-4-+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+--+~+---1--+-L~~-
I '~~H~-+-+-+--+-+--+-++--+-+-+-+-+-~H-f~-+--f--+--+--+--+--+-+-+-t--+-H-f-+-+-+-+--r--+-+- i---~_-. .-I ! I





























































-1. -10 -. -. - 4 -. a • 4 • • 10 s•
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
aTMet;rL ....CH "ARAHETRtC VALUES
~ 0.599 AL"HA 0.000 "OStTN 2.0000.901 QRBINC 0.000 ELVATR 0.000
0 t.01l9 AtLRON 0.000 CANARD 0.000
~ 1 ....5 ELVQRB 0.000 RUDQRIl 0.000t.lIl1a
OATA HUT. CooE HVG
Rr;~r;RENcr; tN~ORM"TION
SRr;~ 15.115.0 $Q IN
L"1t~ '.0950 INCH!:$




SCALE a .00'5 SCALI:





__ ~__ L_+__ -.l __ l_l_
- .-..-.-.+-- ...- _.
__=-=-. - -... _to -:--
-~--
r:.-:_:t: '-:- -~ '- _I .-
---f- 0-: ,.:.- -f:.
- - r-- - ---!--
--+- -- 1- -f-
f--- -- f-- ~-

























0'"601- M4CM ;>lIR""iZTRKC IIl\L\I£ll
~ O.OOR ALPH4 0.000 POGiTN l>.OOt!O.OI'lQ ¢VlBINC 0.000 Gl:LIIATR 0.000
0 U.UOU AiLRON 0.000 CANARD O.GOt!
~ U.()0C OR BE:L II 0.000 006RU;j) 1I.00eU.'il90
OATA .nST. COOIr Mit
-RE~ER~NCE IN~ORM4TION















































-10 -. -. - 4 - It o It 4 • 10
--
til
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMetX. MACH ~A~AMET~tC VALVES
~ o.eOl AL~HA 0.000 ~OStTN 3.0000.11911 ORBtNC 0.000 ELVATR 0.000
0 1.101 AtL~ON 0.000 CANARD 0.000
~ 1 ..... ORBELV 0.000 OR8RUO 0.0001.9S'
DATA HtIT. CooE MV
REFERENCE INFORMATION
'REF u. e,eo so IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCHES


















































- Ii!l - 6 - ,. - c lit to til
SIDE SLIP ANGLEo BETAo DEGREES
BVMllOI. MACH t'A>lAMETRtC VALU<:tl
~ O.OOi AI.PHA 0.000 POSiTN 3.000o.aoe OOBiNC 0.000 ItLVATA 0.000
0 a.aoa AILRON 0.000 CANARD o.ooa
~ a.4(lt! OOBll:I.V 0.000 ORBRI.l1) 0.000a.os<s
DATA HUT. CODE Mil
RE~£RENCE INFORMATION























I '-TT~ ._~_.~_ ..~ ..-
t---;~+-+-~-..,-.-~+-++-+-+--t-jI-.-+-+-++-+-+-1I-t-+--i-++-+-t-l-t-.;-+-+-- Ii--~,-~­







































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
tlYMSojL M4CM ~4R4METRIC V4LUES
~ O.so, 4L~M4 0.000 ~OSITN 3.0000.1l9'! 'JRlSINC 0.000 ELV4TR 0.000
0 l. '0' 4lLRON 0.000 C4N4RO 0.000
~ , ••s~ OR lSl:L V 0.000 ORlSRUO 0.000'.9's
04T4 HIlT. COOl: liVe.
REFERENCE INFojRH4TION
IREI' t, .•,so 10 IN
LREI' '.09'0 I NCM!!:1l
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lATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS PIS AFT
• O'll H-:--+-+-!!f----t-+-+~-+--+-+-+_', ++--+-+-+-f--'-t-t-i--+--J!-t-+-+-,,""+-"+'_-r-'~'+.-+-_! _. ~~ _
























I , Jl-+-+-+-+++-+--t--+-+-J---1f-1-+-+-+-+-+++-+---+--+---jj-j-jf-1-+-+-+-++++-+4-+-l......,f-1-+--+-J. - -~ r-' _. -r-
rt-+-+--+-+--+-r-+-+-+-+--+-+-l-lr-t-+-+--+--+-+-l-1r-.....+-+-+--+-+-l-I--t-+-+-+4-4-i-l-+--4---t--t--+- ~ -,- ~ -







































- II -. - (} - a o • 10 I.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
S'rM0tjL MI\CM Pi\Ol""ETRiC VALUEB
~ o.eo~ ALPHA 0.000 iZOBITN 3.0000.600 ~BINC 0.000 (!LVATA 0.000
0 no tOil IHUlON 0.000 CANARD 0.000
~ n."lGtl ~BgLV 0.000 o~aRUO 0.000n.osc
0'\14 MillY. c'=lll\I "lve;
REFERENCE INFORMATION
























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS - PIS AFT
.tt
.to I I l I I
~-+-+-+--r+-+-I-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-I-+--+-I-+-+-+-+-I-+--+-I-t-+-+-+-t-+--+-I-t-+-+-+--t-t- -== =EFf















- .Il! t -'--'--'-.-t.La--L.--L.--L..-J..-J.-J. -.-I - 41--11--1L.-1-• ..J.I--I--l.-l.-La--L.--L.--L.-J.a--L.-J.--I.--I.4--1. '---JL....J.I-L...-l.-L-t.La--L.--L--L--It•
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
"y ..eOL .....C.. ~ARA..ETRIC VALUES
~ 0.801 ALP..... a.aaa POSITN s.aea0.8911 0A8lNC o.aaa ELVA.TR 0.000
<> 1.101 AILRON 0.000 CANARD 0.000~ 1 ••8'1 0A8ELV 0.000 OR8RUO 0.0001.958
DATA lUST. COOE 'IV,"
REFERENCE INFORM ... TION
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.(\0
,\)O
- -- - ---
-1---- -.--
































-l-:-.r.-- .- • -•

















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES







~ \i).ClOt ALPHA 0.000 POlllYN 4.UOOO.OIlIl Ollel~C 0.000 CANARD D.ODD
0 O.I1QC Il:L VA Yl'l 0.000 AILflON 0.000
~ U.UOU o:xlGIl:LV 0.001ll 008f1U<l 0.000U.U\)[/
IMYA ~llOY. C:0i)~ I>lV
REFERENCE INFORMATION





























e-- '--- --- f-
--
>-~---
- -->-'--- - - f--
-- >- '-- -- -
~- - f-



































D4T4 MIST. COOtE MY



















llRItF t'.e.eo sa IN
LREF 3.09'0 INCl1ts

















-I-- I- 0 I--~
- I1l - !l
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
o 10 II!
C'I'MaOl.. "'ACH PI\l'lAM!i:TAIC IIALV<:1l
2{ O.coa ALPHA C.OOO POGITN <:l.~00O.ClI)I) ORBi~C 6.000 CA~ARO 0.000
0 0.1)1)0 ClLV"Tr:l ~.OOO AILI'lOW lj.OOO
~ a .HI! OO13I:l:LII C.I:lOO O~BAUll 0.000~.aOll
OATA MUIT. COO~ ~II
R~~~R~~C~ INFORMATION
!IREI'" IS.eseo SQ IN
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8/B BASELINE
.040 L. . .• __ 1.._ t. • _. ( .. (
--- ....... ---.. -..-
~.::= -_.:~= ::...:-=
_._~._~._- _. .. .-.- .
.. ,.
1-J-~ __: .::_: -_=~
t---+~-_. -.- • --•..
--t--r- ....... - t--
-.. • ...t-.


































































-10 -. -. - .. - z o III • 10 la
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES


















SRII:P' 15.6560 SO IN
LREF S.0950 INCHES































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
11 Vt<BOl. MACH PAt1 ..."'ItYRIC VALUe:e
~ 0.001 ALPHA 0.000 1"OSITI\I <a.oaoG.eI'lO OllB I NC 0.000 CANARO 0.000
<> o.eoo ~L\I"'TR 0.000 AILRON 0.000~ n.non OllBELY lll.tlOO ORIlRUO 0.000'U.g92
IOATA MleT. COOl!: ~v
REVERENCE INVOAM~TION
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BIB BASELINE
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_II/ -UII _ • _ 4 _ II a Il 4 • • \0 \ II
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
8'rMBtjL MACH ~~AA"£TRIC YALUE~
~ O.OQt ALPHA Q.OOO I"OalTN 4.000Q.OIl';) OIlBIIIlC 0.000 CAMARa 0.060
<> 0.9\10 £LYATR 0.000 AILROI\l 0.006~ t.tou OOIlItLV 0.000 OOBRW a.oolllI.t'ill!
OATe. HlllT. C'=lOE NYc;.
RE~ERItNCIt INFQRM4TIQN
'REF t5.e5eo SQ IN
LA£F 3.0950 INC ..E:S



























! I ! I I;' ; i '
~-r-,....-,~-t-+-~-t--+-l~-+-+--4~-+-+--f-+-;-~~-+-+-l-+-+-+--f-+-+-+--+-+--+-1T -r- i-r- -- : ~ -.. -
.,e ::'~:i:1~::~::~:::::::::~::~::~::~::~:::::~::~::~::~::~::~::~::-,+-i-;r--7"=--i_ -~j7"I~;__~;--~-:-.~-1.
H-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-HH-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-++-+-+-H-+-+-+--l-+-+-+-+-+--+--f---i <- - • J -J - .
- I I I I
•'0 t-r-H-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~r-r-~~--:~-t~~~...,
-'11--~.L~~ -+-t~~
r+-+-+-+-+-+-t-+--t--+-+-+-+-+--+-+-+-+-t--+-+-I-t-+-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--lH-+--t--t-+-t-t---t--- ~-- -- -- --r+
t-t-H-t-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+-+--+-++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-t-t-r-r-r----ti ---- ,r-
.oa I-I-H--l-l-l-+---+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++++-+-+++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-l-l-hI-I-HH-iH-fH--r-;-;



















HHHHH-t-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+-+-+++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-t-HHHH-i---j-i-t-- -- -- -- --
--+--1--+--+-- - ----
t-+-HHH---I-t---l-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-HHHf-- '-- -- r- -- -- - - -
t-+-HHH---I---I-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+--+--+--+--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-HHH~-- f- - - --I---1HH
- .•'!, ...It-,_...I,0"-J1.-I __-4 _-4..-4.-A-...L._...L. _...I."-J"-J1.-I--"0 -L-L-L...L.• ...L. -'.'---' '---''---',o--'--'--'-,-4
a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES


















SRE~ t, .•,.o SQ IN
LRE~ S.09'0 INCHES









-f--f-+.- - ..... l-
t-t-t-t-t-t-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++++++++++++-l--l--l--l--+-+-+-+-+---t~--+--1-- ..- .....+-- t·-
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTiCS - BIB BASELINE
I I! i ~ •t-~7!-,-+-+-1-+'~-;--+i,-+-t-t'-+-i-i---lH~r--H~~t--t--t-'t"-+-~+-+-+-~4-+-~---+""I--';I-,-j~--~- -•. +--~.-.--
t---+-!-:i-+-+--r-rl-t-+-H-+-+--t-ll-+-+-+-H-+-+-H-+-+-+-H-+-+-+-+-+--+--t-I-'-+--~ -- -------
r-t-""-i--f--+-+-;--f--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-HHH-+-+--+-+-+-+--+--+-+-+-+-+-~HH-J.-+~~-+-~··- -..-~--~ _..j I'
t-i-+-r-+-+--+-+-I--+-t--1-t--+--+-~-+-+--+-+--i-+-+--+-+--+-+-+--+-+--l~-I--+-+--l~-+-~-~-T~ .~
• ill r-ii;-+-'ii-r-++-+-++-+-i-+++++++-t--t--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-I-I'-;--';~I-;""'-r---+-----l
I --- --t- r"~ . ,t-i~-r-t-+-+--+---+-t--t--+-r-+-+--+-+-+-~-+-I--+-+-~-+-+--+-+-~-+---4--+-+-~-+--+- -, --T r- ;-; ~



























W -. HI p-r-l-I-I-l-l-l-{-l-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+++++++-1-+-1-++++-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-4-l-1f-I-I-H
>
~~t--~t--+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-~+--!-++-+++++++-+-+++++-+-+-+-+-+-++--+--+-+ - -- .. ---
~}-H~-J.-+-+-+++-+-+--~-!-~!-I-l~-+-+-+-+-++-+--1-+-+-~I-lH-J.--+--+-l--+-+·+-+--+--+-+-+-+--r­
--r-r-
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
II' MaO\. MACH ~ARAMETRIC VALU&5
~ o.eOt ALI'HA CI.ooO P081T1'l 4.0000.eS9 ORIHNC 0.000 CANARD o.oClo
<> 0.998 II:LVATR 0.000 £ILRON 0.000~ n.IOI OOSELV 0.000 orWRUZl 0.000I. ttlll
DATA HIlIT. COOll: "VI',
REFERENCE INFORMATION
















i 'L ' I~1+1-~~~~~+~~~~~~~~~-~f-~+-~~~-t~I_:~~.~~L~.'





, I I L '.h!~-+--t--;-II-+--+--+-+-r-H-+-+-+-+--+-+--+-+-r-H-i-+-+-+--+--+-+-HH-+-+-+-+--+-t-f-r r", , "t -7 T
~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-+-+-!-!--;-1-1-1f-f-f-f-t-t-t-+-+-t-t-f-- --
~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-+-+-!-!-+-1-+-1f-f-f-f-t-t-+-+-r-+-t--f---­
1-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+--+-+++++++-+-+-+-4--+-+-+-+-+_+-!-!-!-!_1Hf-f-f-+-+-t,-+-+- t- .. _ '-__
.011 ~+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-++++++++-+-+-+-+-+-f-+-+-+-+-+-+-1--;-1-1-1f-f-f-r-+-t-t-+-+-t-t-t--t-1
.'11
LATERAL-OIRECTIDNAL CHARACTERISTICS - BIB BASELINE
.all
































- . -. - 4 - e a • 4 • II 'a
,.
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
s."eOl. ""CH ~"RA"ETRIC VALUES
~ t •• ,4Ji AL~HA 0.000 POlllTN 4.0001 •••0 ORelNC 0.000 CANARO 0.000
II:LVATR 0.000 41LRON 0.000
ORell:LV 0.000 ~IlRUO 0.000
OATA HilT. C'=101I: MV~
RE~ERENCE IN~OR"ATION
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••
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS BIB BASELINE
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SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
llY"B~ ....CH P4RAHETRtC VALUES
~ o.eon IILI'HA 0.000 I"O!ltTN 4.0000."99 008INC 0.000 CANARD 0.000
<> 0.1:>9" ItLVATR <:1.000 t\tLRON 0.000~ n .101 OOBELV til.OOO ORGRUO 0.000n.Hl~
OIlVII MII!lT. CQ:ll1!: HVG
RE~~R~NC~ INFORNATION
IlR£~ IS.eseo s~ IN
LRE~ 5.0')50 INC"e:S
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CONFIGURATION D!!:IICRII'TION
HIIFC490 NR'GD LAUNCH BZOC4Bwt4V~.B5wtTVtT
HIIFC490 NR'GD LAUNCH 8Z0C4Bwt4ve'B5WtTVtT
nEF~AENC! IN'0nMAT10N
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0.11 t.a t.1I 2.0 2.11 a.o a.II 4.0
MACH NUMBER
ALI'HA !!:LVATR I'OlllTN
0.000 0.000 t .000
0.000 0.000 4.000
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